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INTRODUCTION 
nyone who would wish a vis it into the life of the rural mid le 
class gentry of ngland during the Eighteenth a11d Nineteenth Cent!lries 
'vould do well to look to the novels of J ane .Austen , v1ho at her small 
table in the living room of her father's parsonage wrote down the re-
flections of the events that went on about her. Her six no•1els are 
reflections of events contained in Jane ' s middle class life. for here 
is one author who lmew her limitations a'ld did not write fabrication 
or conjecture of events she had heard related by people who had seen 
more of the world's act ivities than she had. It shall be the purpose 
of this paper to show how true a reflection she did giYe us. 
!lost of the critics of Austen have lool ed for the relation of 
actual historical events within he! works. Thi s i s a mistake ; they 
just are not there. Bee use they do not fihd specific world shaking 
events d_e. 1 t with does not mean that she did not hear nor see any of 
the effects of the French Revolution, that she did not lmow about the 
difficulties and victories of the British army a..Yld navy. To the French 
emigrants there are one or two allusions but the Revolution is no t 
1 
mentioned in spite of the fact that the French husband of her dear 
cousin had been guillotined. Tr afalgar and the Egyptian expedition are 
mentioned and an allusion is made in the Letters to the retreat on 
Corunna -and the death of Sir John Moore but there is hardly an expression 
of nterest and none of emotion. 
The method employed by the writer was to read the history of 
England for the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, all the novels of 
Jane Austen, and then to examine those novels for evidence of the life 
of England during those centuries with special emphasis on occupations , 
education, women and the age, foods, servants, pastimes and hobbies, 
and the literature. A short history or explanation of each s11bject is 
given in the beginning of the chapter that will deal with that subject. 
The first chapter introduces the reader to a synoptic view of 
the life of the English middle class of Jane Austen ' s life time and a 
definition of that class. This is followed by a survey of the oc-
cupations common for middle class men and the representatives of those 
occupations in these novels. Education has ever been a great force in 
the life of a nation and it was such in Jane ' s time- the burden of 
the third chapter. No woman could pass a cons ideration of the status of 
women, the foods they served, or the servant problem, so the writer, 
being wom~~, has made these subjects chapters four to six. Because 
the middle class could afford a wide servant population it could afford 
leisure and it is about this leisure that the seventh chapter 
2 
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C HAPTE."f\ I 
DEFINITION OF MIDDLE CLASS: REPRESENTATIVES IN 
}-.USTEIJ HOVELS: SYNOPTIC VIEW OI!' THE TIUES 
The general term middle class is used to include a large and 
varied group of people who are on the social and economic scale not so low 
as the pease~t and not so high as the nobility. There is no one clear cut 
point of separation where i t can be said the middle class begins or ends 
because there is an intermingling at both fringes of t he cl ass level. 
This is the conservative or careful element in society . Its 
members , even as early as the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, were 
a "great mass connected by broad common ideas and tastes , 11 (1 ) and be-
coming a comprehensible whole. It was characterized by its common sense, 
its want of imagination a~d its monotonous life. 
Socially its members were bound together by their comrnon oc-
cupations in commerce or manufacture, law, medicine, or agriculture . 
One would clso include here the teachers at Oxford and Cambridge. Thei r 
intellectual capacities put them in a higher bracket of mental achieve-
ment but socially they were accepted i n the group where their financial 
(1) Roscoe, E.S.: The English Scene in the Eighteenth Century, 
Constable & Co. Ltd., London . 1912. p . 14S 
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standing would permit them to move. 
I t is held by Gretton in his English Middle Classes that the 
greatest one factor in the development of this class was the coming of 
money economy.(2) The unity brought about by the security through money 
bec~e quite evident in the Eighteenth Century when the group of 
population between the wealthy landowners and manual workers in the towns 
and village exist as a definite bodye 
Uithin the middle class group there were different levels, the 
highest socially and economically being the large lalldowner whose estate 
had come to him through his family. His position was very similar to 
that of the landed nobleman but different in the respect that the noble-
man did not, usually, look only to the return on his land for complete 
support . The capable mido~e class large landowner was considerably 
better situa ted than the nobleman who lacked the ability to make his 
estate support him, as was the case wi th Sir Walter Elliot. 
The next in rank was the inferior rural aristocracy represent-
ed in the squire. Then came the landowner without social distinction be-
cause he had earned his money in commercial pursuits. Below these landed 
men then were the lawyers , doctors , farmers, and shopkeepers. The one , 
all- over si tuation they had in common was that they had to work for a 
living , that li vine; coming as a result of their 0\'7!1 physice.l or mental 
labors , or from their land9 
(2) Gretton, R~H.: En<;li sh Mid:llt:J 01~, 
G. Bell and Sons , Ltd., London . 1919. PP • 6-10 
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A city or village craf tsman or merchant who had been financial-
ly successful bought a large house in London or moved to an estate in the 
country. Somet i mes he could afford to do both but he generally pre-
ferred the esta t e on which he could rear hi s children and from which he 
could marry them i nto a higher social standing. Bankrupt gentry were 
not blind t o the advantages of a connection with a mi ddl e class family 
of means. The families would share advantages; one the social re-
cognition, the other t he financial securi ty. 
In the novels of Jane Austen the firs t large landowner group 
mentioned is repre sented by Mr. Knightley of ~ whose holdings at 
Donwell Abbey were considerablee The Vioodhouse s are of some consequence 
in the neiehborhood for t hey mmed Hartfield of which the "landed 
property was inconsiderable , being but a sort of notch in t he Donwell 
Abbey estate , to which the rest of Highbu~y belonged; but their fortune , 
from other sources, was such as t o make t hem scarcel y secondary to 
Donwell Ab ey itself. (3) 
Sir '\'/al ter Bertram of Mansfield Park is one of those fortunate 
gentl emen ~ho holds a posi t ion in the Parliament , conducts an indefinite 
business from property in the East Indies, maintains a splendid , l arge 
house , and enjoys a good reput ation in his comumnity. His holdings are 
vast but we know little about the source of his money . Sir Walter . 
(3) Austen, Jane : Complete Works. (Emma) p. 845 
l:!odern Li'Crary , (ed .) E- Cerf . l er. York . 
although of the noble rank, was not beyond mingl ing with the middle class , 
or allowing his children to mingl e with members of that class. He even 
t ook to educate the daughter of his wife's sister who had an ample supply 
of children but limited income. 
Mr . Weston in Pride ~ Pre.judice is a retired commercial man, 
successful as a merchant, who has retired from the scene of his commercial 
success to a comfortable country estate, the Randalls. 
Wi th t he case of Sir William Lucas we have something else again. 
Hi s t itle o Sir would l ead one to believe that he was of the true noble 
group but such is not the case. In this character Jane Aust en is having 
fun. 
Sir William Lucas had been formerly in trade i n. 
M ryton , where he had made a t olerable fortune, and 
risen to the honour of knighthood by an address to 
t e king, during his mayoralty . The distinction had 
perhaps been felt too strongly. It had given him a 
disgust to his business, and to his residence in a 
small market town ; and, quitting t hem both, he had 
moved wi t h his family to a house about a mile from 
Merytont denominated from that period Lucas Lodge , 
where he could think with pleasure of hi s o;vn im-
p rtance , and, unshackled by business, occupy him-
self solely i n being civil to all t he world. (4) 
Mr . Bennet in Pride and Prejudice was in an unenviable position 
i n var i ous ways. He had a supply of daughters to marry off , and he 
possessed a l iving establishment which could be taken from his heirs on 
t he event of his death fo r' t he estate was entailed on a distant relation. 
So, the Bennets lived on those lower fringes of the middle class because 
(4) Austen, ope cit ., (Pride ~ Prejudice , ) p. 240 
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Mrs. Bennet ' s money was not sufficient to make up the deficiency in spite 
of the fact that her attorney father had left her four thousand pounds. 
In the case of Mrs. Bennet's sister we have an early account 
of someone marrying the boss's daughter, for the girl married Mr. Phillips 
who as clerk to her attorney father took over the business when the 
attorney died. Mrs. Phillips and Mrs. Bennet had a 11 brother settled in 
London in a respectable line of trade." (5) 
Mr. Allen of Northanger Abbez was a man of considerable property 
for he owned almost all of Fullerton, the village where the Morlands 
lived. The return from hi s property was sufficient to give him a good 
living for he was ordered to Bat~ for a gouty constitution. But then, 
the gaming rooms at Bath were quite an attraction to Mr. Allen. 
The most money conscious land holder of the Austen characters 
is J ohn Dashwood who came into his comfortable situation at the death of 
his father. He was expected to provide for his mother and sisters as 
liberally as the fortune would allow but instead, he saw to it that they 
were reduced to a small cottage and a limited incomee ~~ . Henry Dashwood 
had mentioned three thousand pounds as an adequate :portion per year for 
the Dashwood girls but Mr. John Dashwood slashed that to five hundred and 
felt that . he was doing them a generous favor. 
Of all the men characters in Austen ' s works , Sir Walter Elliot 
takes all prizes in his ability to stretch a baronetcy and a bankruptcy 
to su.fficient length to afford a good living for his daughters, Mrs. 
Clay~ and himself~ Sir Walter ' s favorite book was the Baronetage for it 
told of him and his family. He had no sense of the value of money nor 
any regard for the opinion of those who tried to help him save hi s meager 
supply. He was living on the past glor y of his family. When i t was 
necessary to give up the lu:A.-u.ry of Kellynch Hall, he and Elizabeth with 
the ubiquitous Mrs. Clay, went to Bath where they continued their merry 
pace with ut the worry of a large house and the expense of many servants. 
M:..·s. Clay, daughter of Sir Walter ' s land agent , did very well 
indeed in moving in the 11:proper11 circles and providing fo r herself, for 
in the end she passed from Sir Walter to young Walter Elliot who had 
made his fortune by marrying an older woman with much money. 
The Musgroves in Persuasion were possessors of a fine estate 
which could well have been the envy of the countryside. 
Uppercross was a moderate-sized village , which a 
few years back had been completely in the Old English 
style, containing only t wo houses superior in appearance 
to those of the yeomen and labourers; the mansi on of the 
squire, with its high walls , great gates , and old trees , 
substantial and unmodernized, and the compact, tight 
parsonage, enclosed in its own neat garden , with a vine 
and a pear-tree trained round its casements ; but upon 
the marriage of the young squire, it had received the 
improvement of a farmhouse, elevated to a cottage, for 
his residence , and Uppercross Cottage, with its veranda, 
French window , and other prettinesses, was quite as 
likely to catch the traveller ' s eye as the more consist-
ent and considerable aspect and premi ses of the Great 
House, about a quarter of a mile further on. <?) 
(6) Austen, op. cit., (Persuasion,) P• 1231 
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Of the clergymen, army men and navy men , thi s paper deals in 
more detail in t he section on occupations but it is well at this point 
to mention the professional and occupational gro11p of workers in Jane 
Austen ' s characters. John Knightley, brother to George of Donwell Abbey, 
is a young la\'cyer getting along very well i n his practice . Mr. Haggerson 
is the lawyer in Pride and Prejudice. who is "preparing a proper settle-
ment." William Cox is the l ocal laW'Jer who is 11 a pert young lawyer" (7) 
under momentary consideration as a husband for Harriet Smith. Mr . 
Maddison i s Henry Crawford 1 s agent at Everingham while Mr. Shepherd takes 
care of matters for Sir Wal ter Elliot . 
An architect of Austen ' s own t i me is mentioned in Sense and 
Sensibility . (8) It is Jo seph Eonomi, A.R.A •• who lived from 1739 to 
1808 and enjoyed a remarkable career . He is said to have been res-
ponsible f or the revival of classical architecture in England . (9) 
Mr . Repton is mentioned in Mansfield ~· Apperson shows 
that t his is Humphrey Repton, whose Observations ~ the Theory and 
Practice of Landscaue Gardenirg, • • • was published in 1803. (10) 
(7) Ibici., (~,) P• 81~6 
(8) Austen , op . cit. , (Sense an~ Sensibility,) P• 150 
(9) GuiseEPe Eonomi , The Encyclopaedi a Britannica, 14th edition, III, 
P · 853 
(10) Apperson , G.L.: A Jane Austen Dictionary 
Cecil Palmer , London, 1932. P• 117 
10 
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Interest was being sho~~ in the improvement of buildings and 
grounds for several reasons . The estates could be real _ show places and 
also, they could produce a comfortable profit if well managed. But 
fe..rmers and landowners hail_ carried on under many handicaps. 
mhe agricultural situation in England was briefly this. During 
the feudal system the plowland was divided into narrow strips and allotted 
to each farmer of the lord's domain. During the Tudor period much of 
this land had been enclosed but in 1700 t here were large areas which 
were farmed in the time~honored way. And so it was still in remote sec-
tions from 1750-1800. There were agricultural leaders who were putting 
forth the 'dea that with the elimination of the old strip method the 
land could be improved and made to produce beyond the greatest expecta--
tions of the small farmer. New crops, better tillage, improved imple-
ments and a careful selection of live stock brought a great change in 
the agricuJ.tural development of England. 
During the reign of George III (1760-1820) no less than 3200 
Enclosure cts v1ere passed and more than six million acres were enclosed~ 
Such an enclosure is mentioned in Sense and Sensibilit;~.r. Mr. John 
Dashwood is t hought by Eleanor to be well situated for cash income but 
he puts her straight on that. 
Not so large (talking of income), I dare say, as 
many people suppose. I do not mean to complain , however • •••• 
'l'he enclosure of Norland Common, now carrying on , is a 
serious drain . And then I have made a little purchase 
ithin t his half-year -- East Kingham Farm •• ~ . (ll) 
The enclosure procedure drove off the small farmer and at the 
time was viewed with considerable concern, but in the larger scheme of 
the internal development of England it was bound to happen sometime.. In 
the wide spread consolidation of farms, middle class capital was put into 
agriculture instead of into extensive colonial financing and t he large 
holders were improving agricultural methods . Among the leaders of this 
period were John Tull , Charles Townshend and Thomas Coke. Tull promoted 
new tillage methods ; Townshend special ized in the rotation of crops ; Coke 
experimented in new forms of fertiliz i ng material s. Together they were 
successful in increasing the rental value of farms, in showing farmers a 
new independence, and in producing sufficient food stuffs not only for 
England but for devastated Europe as well . 
Mr. Knightley is q_uite interested in the proper management and 
working of. his Donnell Abbey acres . When his bro t her comes to visit 
they discus at great length the advisability of a new road and drainage 
system in one section of the land. He has an overseer t o help h m i n 
the management. Except for the experience limitation of Miss Austen vre 
might have had more information on size of the estate j crop~ put in, and 
the yield~ We do know Donwell Abbey had a fine apple crop one year be-
cause the overseer was instructed to share it with the Eates family 
(11) Austen~ op . cit., (Sense and Sensibility,) P• 134 
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down in the village. Of course~ Mr . Knightley ·was partial to Mr s. 
Bates ' s apple dtunplings so that could have had something to do with his 
generosity~ 
Robert Mart in, owner of Abbey Mill Farm in Emma, is one of the 
smaller farmers who is re~orted to have a good farm and a fine herd which 
rna..l{es him a r epresentative of the ne\'1 trend in ca.ttle raising that was 
current a The Industrial Revolution produced a demand for more wool and 
cotton for the mills. Extended studies vrere made in how to improve the 
breed of wool producing sheep . Robert Bal::ewell, a farmel' in Leicester-
Ghire , stu ied the problem of h0\'1 to develop better sheep and cattle and 
from his s ggestions the Collings brothers developed the Shorthorn breed 
of cattle i n Durham while John Ellman began t he i mprovement in the South-
dovm breed of sheep. There was , of course, the added interest in the 
beef and mut ton for the food markets . 
~Phe interest of t he Agricultnral Revolution and those of the 
Industrial Revolution are so similar that it is impossible to deal with 
one without telling also of the other for they were int erdependent . The 
farm equ ipment was improved because the old slow methods were no t ade-
quate for the l arger acreage ~ More of the old t asks of the domestic 
industries were taken over by the mills and the factories so that the 
farmer could focus hi s time and attention on the responsibilities of 
the soil . The demands of the industrial centers caused the people to 
move t o th se centers gi,ring ri se to the probl em of adequate housing 
and 1 i ving l"lage s . 
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11 change does not mean progress. So it vtas wit the changes 
in agr icult ure and industry. Many abuses were imposed upon the working 
people who were faced with a higher cost of living with a lower income 
to meet it. The Eighteenth Century allowed these conditions to exist 
without att empting to correct them, for the average Engli shman seemed 
unaware of the dark and desperate trend in English economic and social 
life when • t was no farther from him than the return on his invested 
moneyj or t he nearest industrial center. 
_oads were in scandalously bad condition. The only .truly safe 
mode of travel was horseback. All travel was slow, wearisome and un-
comfortable . The slightest rain would make the roads muddy , so that 
coaches woulcL be buried in the !IRld. When dry, the roads were so uneven 
an l so dee with ruts t hat the coaches were in constant peril of being 
overturned. Winter travel was avoided and a small snowfall would scare 
dinner gues ts home early as it did in Emma when the bell was rung and 
the carriages spoken for when the 11 snow was nowhere above half an inch 
deep -- many places hardly enough to whiten the ground. 11 (12) 
In the early part of the century religious thought had fallen 
to a lazy, low standard. Everyone seemed agreed that for the multitudes 
the church was a useful and necessary institution but one religion did 
not satisfy the needs of all the people ; therefore religious tolerance 
(12) Austen, op. cit ., (Emma,) p. 84o 
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was necessarye The Deists held that the existence of God and the im-
mortality of the soul were the only large truths of consequence, that 
all other thoughts put forth by the church were probably i n error or of 
very l it t l e i mportance . The Rationalists were other advanced thinkers 
who stressed the use of reason. There were Rationalists in the English 
pulpits who preached sermons on the everyday problems and their sol utions 
brought about through the application of reason ~ 
A schism in the Anglican church brought Anglicanism to a very 
weal{ened condition spiritually, paving the way for the work of such 
thinkers as John Wesley,· founder of Methodism, and William G-r imshaw, 
resourceful leader of the Evangelical movement. The Methodist movement 
met with much opposition and cons iderable ridicule due in part to its 
insistence on conversion, its enthusiastic and emotional meetings, and 
the informal nature of its worship service. The break with the formal, 
stiff and binding code of the -~~glican church was difficult to make. 
With the informal worship service congregational singing was 
becoming a medium of expression. Handel, who was making his home in 
England, di d much t o interpret the religious spirit of the people . I saac 
Watts and Philip Doddridge composed hymns that were widely used. 
Evangelical poets were Co\~er and J ohn Newton who also composed hymns. 
One of the most famous of all English hymns, "Rock of Ages, 11 was composed 
by Augustus Toplady, an Anglican who fiercely opposed the Wesleys and 
other religious free thi~cers. 
Such a growth in society could not take place without being 
reflected in the writings of the times. the memoirs, letters, magazines 
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and newspapers. The Tatler and The ~ectator and their successor , The 
Guardian, ould never have been the instruments they were if it had not 
been for t h is new reading group whi ch read in those publications of the 
f oibles and werun1esses of their own class. Some of the great literary 
names of t e Eighteenth Century were writing for middle class consump-
tion , a fe1 of those writers being Richardson, Smollett, Fielding, :Burney, 
Sheridan, and Scott, besides Johnson, Hume, and Gibbon. The reading 
public was alert and interested enough to buy book:s, possibly not by the 
hundreds for each family, but in sufficient quantity to encourage writers 
that their work would be circulated. 
It is interest ing to notice the subjects chosen by Reynolds 
and Gainsborough for their canvasses. Portraits of Johnson, Garrick, 
Mrs. Sheridan, and Mrs. Crewe are not of the aristocracy. There was 
money avail able for landscapes so capably done by Gainsborough, Richard 
Wilson and Paul Sandby. The popularity of landscapes was an indication 
of an inter est in nature, the same interest that made tours of the Lake 
Region so popular . 
This, t hen, is a general picture of the times of the Eighteenth 
and early Nineteenth Centuries and the status of the upper middle class 
which Jane Austen knew so well and pictured for us so vividly. 
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CHAPTER II 
OCCUPATIOl~S 
The wide range of occupations that keep J ane Austen ' s people 
busy is typical of the range of occupations and professions t he upper 
middle class engaged in. The more accept able fields were those of the 
clergy, the army, or the navy . 
Edmund Bertram of ansfield ~' Hen17 Tilney of Northanger 
Abbe~. Edward Ferrars of Sense ~ Sensibilitz, Dr ~ Grant of Mansfield 
Par.£, rr .. Elton of Emma,, and Mr .. Collins of Pride ~ Pre,judi c~ re-
present the clergy. The status of the clergy in England at this time 
depencled greatly upon the individual who took to the cloth. He could be 
a time server like Mr . Collins, or a true worker in the faith as Henry 
Tilney meant to be. Mr. Collins was a young clergyman of slender mental 
capacities who had a patroness named Lady Catherine de Bourgh. She was 
a great influence in the neighborhood and when she called upon Mr. 
Collins f or anything he was right there to fulfi ll her request . She 
moved him arotind like a pawn even t o t he extent of telling him t~at he 
should be sure to marry a gentlewoman for her sake since she would be 
entertaining them i n her home and wanted his wife to be acceptable to 
her. He did propose , and soon , to Elizabeth Bennet who refused him; 
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he later married her good friend, Charlotte Lucas. I think Elizabeth 
was always concerned about the unfair advantage she took of her friend 
by allowing such a union. 
Mr. Collins had told Lady Catherine 11 it shall be my earnest 
endeavor to demean myself with grateful respect towards her ladyship and 
be ready to perform those rites and ceremonies which are instituted by 
the Church of England .. " Cowper in a bit of satire on this subject of 
patrons had the following to say: 
Let reverend churls his ignorance rebuke , 
Who starve upon a dog-eared pentateuch 
The parson knows enough who knows a duke . 
The ser vices that the clergy performed toward the church were 
jus t what t he i ndividual man wanted to mcl~e them. Certain services were 
expected, those being one service on Sunday and holy communion. /Then a t 
Chri stmas, Easter and Whitsuntide the people expected the church t o be 
open to them. Baptisms, marr iages , and funerals were looked upon as 
nuisances and an economy of time and effort was attained when several of 
'these ser v.ices could be performed at one t ime. I t wasn 1 t unusual f or 
parents to have to bury thei r children wi t hout a service and it was ofte~ 
t i mes diffi cult to find the clergyman who was expected to a ssign the 
burial spot in the church burial groundse 
An afterdinner conversation i n Mansfield Park had turned to 
the various scheme s available to the parson for mruting money when his 
parish was not especially rich. Dr. Grant had been giving Bertram 
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instructions on how to make Bertram' s clergyman ' s salary extend as far as 
possible. Crawford spoke up with 
I am glad to hear Bertram will be well off. He 
will have a very pretty income to make ducks and drake s 
with, and earned without much trouble . I apprehend he 
will not have less than seven hundred a year9 Seven 
hundred a year is a fine thing for a younger brother; 
and as of course he will still live at home ~ it will be 
all for his menus plaisirs; and a sermon at Christmas 
and Easter , I suppose , will be the sum tota~ of sacrifice. (1) 
Many a young Engl ishman chose the Church because there was just 
no intere st in anything else for them, or too nnich work in other pro-
fessions . The army was more fashionable, the law genteel , the navy dash-
ing and expensive but frowned upon for the middl e class gentleman, but 
the church was undemanding, l eisurely , independent and respected by the 
average run of people. 
There was very little inducement in the structure of the church 
for the clergyman to be in it very much or very long at a time . The 
churches were damp, musty , and mouldy because of the lack of sunlight and 
heat . The walls were usually a drab grey and small trickles of moisture 
could be seen on them especially in the summer because the vines covering 
the church exterior kept t he walls from drying after a spell of heavy 
weather. It was not unusual for the family pews of the gentry to have 
(1) Austen , Jane: Complete Works, (Mansfiel d Park,) P• 606 
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roofs and small painted panels which were opened and closed as they 
entered. ttached to such pews were small libraries of the family ' s 
favorite books so _ they could read while the services were going on, or 
sleep if the drone of the minister ' s voice was conducive to such conduct. 
The pulpit as very likely to be a three-decker affair in which the parish 
clerk sat below and gave out the tunes in a droning voice since the use 
of organs was not yet common. There were some churches that felt in-
strumental nnisic was out of keeping l'Ti th the conduct of a service as well 
as a choi r so they would repeat the words of the hymns in an elevated key 
of monotone . 
"Choral services were certainly not at their best 
in the eighteenth century. Organs were far from common 
ven in important town churches , and the mono.tony of the 
parson and the clerk' s nasal duet was relieved by a 
rendering - it would not be far from the truth to say a 
murdering - of select portions of Slerntrold and Hopkin ' s 
badt or Tate and Brody ' s worse, rhythmical version of the 
Psalms of David, by a choir , a mottey crew of unruly 
singers (who occupied a curtained loft in t he western 
gallery) to the accompaniment of discordant fiddles , 
hautboys, clarionets , trombones, or violoncellos . " (2) 
When the party of people went from Mansf ield Park to Sotherton 
for a day ' & visit of inspection Mrs. Rushworth showed them the grounds 
and buildings among which was a private chapel.. Fanny was a bit dis-
appointed wi th the appearance of this particular chapel for she says: 
(2) Sydney, Wm. C.: England and~ English in the Ei~hteenth Century . 
Ward & Downey, London , 1892. Vol. II, p . 3b3 
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I am disa' .. o nteC. . Thi s in no u; _ .ea of a chal)'l. 
T!1:::re is no thing a\7ful e:!.'e , not!-.ing nelanc1oly 1 not .in -:: 
cra.n . H re ar :r..o aisles , no arch -s, no insc iptio .:, 
no anners . Ho banners , cousin , to be 1blovm by the n i ght 
.in of 1ea.ven . 1 No s : ns t 1at a 1 Scot ti sh r:1onar sle ps 
ere . 1 {3) 
Edru nd .:. r.. his pat i ence assured her that such banners anL sin 
,.,.ould be found in t e parish chureh, s i nce it wa s nov1 t e custo~ to bur 
:tn t e c tr ~ra.veyard instea. _ o o pr ~rate esta e ~ronn s . 
rs . Rushworth told them 
T is cha el '!fta.s fi tt e u) as you see it t in runes 
Secon 1 s t · me . efore thnt periods as under~:;tand , 
e d> were on 'j" wa.i nsco t ; a.>1d t here is some ·eason to 
i :r.. >:: that the linings an cue; ons of t1e pulp it an 
Emily seat w re only , riJl e cl th ; ut this i s not 
ou ·te certain . It i s a 1~ll ' sot'le c a, e , and was ormer 
{ constant use both morn ng and even ng . Prayers were 
a ways read i n it y t'rle do:ne s t ic chnple.in, v.r i thi n t e 
memor:r of ne.n~r ; ut t e l ate .!r . _ ."':0 t h lef~ it off ~ 
M ss Crawfor just coul ,_n 1 t refr a i n frora say ng "Every 
g nera icn • a s s improvemen ~· . 11 
It ms common opinion that a young man vras l ooldn for an as' 
rth ~ en 1e declared c in en t · o s or ~he clergy . l.~i s s Craw or 
~ s s .ocked to f i nd t 1at ""dmund Ber trrun ':"m.s inte c1 n6 to be a c ergyma. ~ 
e auoe in .er >m ·.;ords 11 a l e!'Q li1al1 is notLing." (5) V en he would 
not c!1r, ge .is purpose she ontinued : 
It s indolence. J.r . ert e~ . i ndee 
n~ten, op. cit ., 
(4) Ibi .. , p . 521 
5) I ic • , p. 5211-
ndolence 
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and love of ease in a want of all laudable ambition , f 
taste of good company; or of i nclinat i on to take the 
trouble of being agreeablei which makes men clergymen ~ 
A clergyman has nothin to do but to be slovenly and 
selfish, read the newspaper, watch the weather , and 
quarrel with his wife. His curate does all the work 
and the purpose of his own life is to dine a (6) 
In mentioning food , Miss Crawford must have had her own brother-
in-law, Dr. Grant, in mind for his main joy as the new clergyman i n the 
community of Mansfield Park was the receiving of contributions of food 
from his small group of parishoners. The budget for food in that house-
hold horri i ed Mrs .. Norris who had k:ept her clergyman husband on lean 
rations, n t because eating was a bad habit, but it was an e ensive one , 
au she had the thought she would ou.t-li ve her husband aml. wanted to be 
sure of the money to maintain herself$ This stinti g on the part of 
'rs$ Norri~ ~as doubly selfish since she knew very well her amiable 
brother-in-law, Sir Walter Bertram, would care for her. 
Dr. Grant and Miss Crawford invited themselves over to the 
Park for a main meal one da when they were disappo nted about the 
arrival of a goose which had been depended upon for the main course of 
their own meal~ Dr. Grant was generous in inviting dinner guests so 
that his t able was pulled to its greatest length Ek~d weighted down with 
much good food . 
{6) Ibid., P• 536 
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r. Grant and Edmund Bertram represent the cleris in 
Mans ... ield ark. Dr. Grant could see no purpose to be served in working 
too hard and Edmund Bertrrun merely had V&6Ue ideas of what he would 
probably do when installed in his O\m church. 
The next member of the profession i s Henry Tilney of 
Northanger bbey. Henry had had a good education and felt he could live 
y it. His brot er was in t . e servi e of his country wile his father 
was a retired general of uncer tain manners and temper.. Henry kept a. 
room at t .e Abbey t o which 1e returned when his services were not caJ.led 
for at his parish which was not very far from the Abbey. His parsonage 
is described to be a substantial stone house recently built. His 
frequent visits to Bath made him one of those now-here , now-there parsons. 
Henry ms :proud of his parsonage and described it to Catherine v7hen he 
proposed t~ her. During her stay at the Abbey he was absent for a few 
days to take up his duties because the curate was to be busy at Vloodston 
and therefore unable to perform Henry ' s duties for him that Sunday. 
Edward Ferrars might as well have been in another line of work 
so far as e learn anything of his duties. I believe we can pass him 
up as lightly as iss Aus ten did. 
~r & Elton in Emma was looked upon by that ambitious lady in 
the mate making business as needing a wife, and she set about trying to 
find one for him. He is represented to us as a rather handsome young 
man willing to be helpful by reading tc the ladies , playing charades, 
and preaching sermons that would please everyone. 
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Miss Austen had ample opportunity to see representatives of 
the various levels of clergymen as her f a ther was a very capable chU2•ch-
man and t~o of her brothers entered the same field with a modest amount 
of succes s . It is a real tribute to her sense of honesty that Miss 
Austen made the clergymen of her novels so representative of those of 
her times. 
The armed forces of the period had had a very colorful back~ 
ground as well as an active history. A career in the army or navy a s 
second only to a career i n ·the church. 
It was as Jane put it in 1, ansfield ~: 
"The profession, e::j.ther navy or army, is its own 
justification. I t has everything in its favour ; heroism, 
danger, bustle, fashion. Soldiers and sailors are always 
acceptable in soc iety. Nobody can wonder that men are 
soldiers and sailors." (7) 
The na~J of Engla~d was operating even in Jane Austen's day 
on the rug _ed rules of raiding . There were three types of sea raiders: 
the pirate, the privateer , and the regular ship-of~war. The privateer 
was a plunderer operating by permi ssion of his government under the 
license of a letter of marque . The regular navy vessels operated on 
the same rules of raiding conduct as the privateer but the crew of the 
King 's navy was assured pay even if prize cargo was not taken. It was 
(7) Austen , op . cit •• (Mansfield Park,) P• 535 
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much to t heir advantage to t~~e prizes as often as possible because of 
the advance of their economic standing~ 
J ane Austen was aware of thi s prize money practice because in 
1801 she wrote : 
Charles has received thirty pounds for his share 
of the privateer and expects ten pouu~ds more t but of what 
avail is it to twce prizes if he lays out the produce in 
presents to his sisters? He had been buying gold chains 
and topaz crosses for us. He must be well scolded. (8) 
' Charles sten was onl y one of many young men who lavished 
their gai ns on the women of their family . Within Austen 's novels we meet 
Captain Wentworth in Persuasion. He was much in love wi th Anne Elliot 
and would have been pleased to spend a great portion of his privateer 
fortune providing Anne with all kinds of dainties for the captain 11 had 
distinguished himself , and early gained the other step in rank. and must 
now. by successive captures , have made a handsome fortune~" (9) 
It would be difficult to determine whether Capt ain Wentworth 
was of the raiding brotherhood or of the regular British navy but it can 
be assumed he was of the latter from his rather bold remarks of criticism 
offered against the Admiralty. 
The Admiralty entertain themselves in sending a few 
hundred men to sea in a ship not fit to be employed; but 
they have a great many to provide for; and among the 
thousands that may just as well go to the bottom as not , 
' 
(g) Mitton, G.E.: Jane Austen and Her Times, p. 208 
Methuen & Co., London, 1905. 
(9) Aust en , op . cit ., (Per suasion ,) p . 1227 
it i s impossible for them to distingui sh the very set 
who may be the least missed. (10) 
Captain Wentworth' s first ship had been t he sloop~ of which 
he said 
Quite worn out and broken up . I was the last man to 
command her. Hardly fit f or service then4 Reported fit 
for home service fo r a year or two ~ and so I was sent off 
to the West Indies . (11) 
But for fear someone might get the wrong impression about the 
faithful Asp and his deep regard for a good ship Wentworth continued with 
She did all that I wanted. I knew she would. I 
knew that we should either go to the bottom together, 
or t hat she would be t he making of me ; and I never had 
two days of foul weather all the time I was at sea i n 
her ; and after t aking privateers enough to be very en-
tertaining, I had the good luck i n my passag~ home , and 
the next autumn, to fall in with t he very French frigate 
I wanted .. (12) 
illiam, upon returning to his ship , had great plans for the 
future. He had 11 speculations upon prize-money, which was to be generous~ 
ly distributed at home, wi th only the reservat ion of enough to make the 
l ittle cott age comfortable , in which he and Fanny were to pass all their 
middle and later life together~" (13) 
• 
(10) . 'stt:n , op . cit . , . 12tw 
(11) ~·· P• 1248 
(12) ~· · P• 121+9 
(13) u_., ( :ansfi el d Park ,. p . 698 
=====II=======-=-=- --·========================ll===== 
Admiral Croft of Persuasion had had extended service in the 
na1rJ having been in the East Indies service, at the action at Trafalgar , 
and having crossed the Atlantic many times. Mrs. Croft had been along 
on all his voyages except one. Croft was rear-admiral of the white. To 
the modern reaB.er this might not mean much but to the reader of J ane's 
da it meant that he was a rear-admiral of one of the fleets. Under the 
Stuarts the na1rJ was divided into three divisions designated as the red, 
the white, and the blue, and as a rear-admiral of one of these divisions 
Admiral Croft had attained a high post in the navy . Following the 
Stuarts the British navy had four grades of admirals; those being admiral 
of the fleet , admiral, vice-admiral, and rear-admiral. 
In Persuasion there are two other navy men, Captain Harville 
and Captain Benwick. Captain Harville was helped by Captain Wentworth 
when it was necessary to transfer the Harville family from Portsmouth to 
Plymouth. Wentworth spoke strongly against ever having women aboard 
again. Captain Benwick had served under Wentworth as first lieutenanta 
Dick Musgrove had also served under Wentworth but the captain had been 
clever enough to rid himsel f of this boy whose work aboard apparently 
had not been up t o the standard his captain had set . 
Anne Elliot followed Captain Wentworth ' s career with interest 
through reference to the Na~J List which l isted all serviceable navy 
craft a~d the officers in charge of theme 
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In Persuasion, dated 1814, Mr. Shephard states that 11 this 
peace will be turning al l our rich naval officers ashore . " This seems 
to be the closest Jane Austen comes to ment i oning world affairs. The 
year 1814 was the year Napol eon was caged at Elba. 
I n Mansfield Park Fanny Price 1 s father was a retired lieutenant 
of the marines and her brother, Wil liam, began his naval attachment as 
an apprentice but with the aid of Sir Thomas Bertram made t he necessary 
advancements . 
Admiral Crawford, in Mansfield Park, t o whom his niece and 
nephew were indebted for their education was a navy man of the old 
school . en Edml;!.nd Bertram asked Miss Crawford whether she had a large 
acquaintance i n the narj she repl ied: 
11 Among admirals, large enough, but we know little 
of the inferior ranks. Post ca tains may be very good 
sort of men , but they do not belong to us. Of various 
admir als I could tell you a gr eat deal ; of them and their 
flags , and the gradation of their pay, and their bickerings 
and j ealousies . But in general, I can assure you that they 
are al l passed over and all ill- used. Certainly my home 
at my uncle ' s brought me acquainted with a circle of ad-
mirals. Of Rears and Vices I saw enough. Now, do not be 
suspecting me of a pun, ! entreat." (14 ) 
It would be difficult to pass the consideration of the navy 
without some word on the snobber:l t hat existed in J ane 1 s day toward the 
men of the armed forc es . Jane t ells us mostly about the att i tude toward 
the navy because t hat was the one she had seen and known. Of all the 
( 14 ) Austen, J ane: Complete \7orks, (Mansfield. Park, ) p .. 50 ..... 
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sno .. s i n ~ us ten Sir '.Jal ter El i ot i n Persuasio could e cons clere t _ 
p i z of t _e l ot . He has t e followin ~: to say on ca l ors . 
T _e profession has i t s utility, ut I sho l d be 
sorr to see any f r i nd of mi ne belonging 'to it . Yes , 
it is _n t wo oint s of ensi~e to me ; I ha~e t wo strong 
g ounds of objection to it . First , as being the means 
of ringi ng ersons of ol)scure birth nto undue dis-
i nct ion . and r a ising men to honours ~hie t eir f a t ers 
and gramlfathers never dreamt of ; and secon l y . a s t 
cuts up a man ' s yout anu v .g ur most _orribly ; a se lor 
gro m o d s oner t han a.YJ.J other man . ! have observed it 
~11 my lif e. . man is i n greater danger i n the navy of 
bei ng insulted y t e ris of one iT ose fat er his 
f thcr mi g t have d sdai ned to speak t o , and of ec oming 
rematurely an o j ct of disgust ·mself . t1an in any 
ot~er line . 15) 
Admi ral Crof t wanted to rent Kellynch Hall ; estate of S r 
i'lal ter . Si r alter agreed to allow _li m t e se of t e Hall because .. e 
cons idered h m good r sk because "an d.m i r al speaJt "' h s own conse uence , 
nd , at t .e sa e t ime , can never me .e a aronet look small. I n a 
t oi 1· dea.ings an intercourse , Sir W'sl t er Elliot mus ever .. ave the 
precedence . " (16 ) '?le cannot h el . u t reflect :t "at A l'!liral Cr oft t hrough 
nrd ~or~: a.ncl dilic;enc ad su f .. cient f un s wi t \ih cb. to ent ICe lync 
all a a r et irement , r ereas Si r 7/'al ter through lac c of i'Tork 
and a i ity had een fore d to retrt!nch, to move from his fine estate 
n o sm r quart rs in a 
(15) kus ten , op . cit., p . 1221 
(16) 1__£. 1 P • 1224 
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When thinking of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century arm of 
England i t is necessary for us tc remember that the co~position and main-
tena.nce o~ the axmy ,,,as vastly different from what it is in modern t imes .. 
G·enercJ.ly on the European continent the army was on dependency of the 
CrO\m. In England, the control of t _e arm r was in the House of Commons 
which had the fin~~cial control . On the continent the king paid a 
"colonel so much for his r egiment ; the colonel paid the captain so much 
for his c om any." (17) At each step of the arming transaction a profit 
was made y the ovmer of the armeo_ group . Some of this same system is 
said to have been common in England for a long period. The buying of 
positions in a higher rank was a common practice and is hinted to have 
survived to recent years . Many a ;vortby soldier who had proven himself 
in combat wou d go unrewarded beca se of this practicev 
I n England the army had a vaxied career. The warlike activi-
ties during the Eighteenth Century made it necessary for England to have 
substantial force. The control of f nances had rested in the Rouse of 
Commons swce 1689. The miL tia, which had fought for the OommonVTea.l th, 
was more he natione.l force than it was a royal force. The officers 
were mainly tory country gentle en. As a force of true military 
strength it was below standard but it was 11 immensely popular as the 
(17) Johnson, Robert Matteson : rms and the Race, 
~Century Company, New York , 1915. p.lO 
hypothetical bulwark of t he Eritish constitution against a hypothetical 
tyrant." (US) It was rather obvious that a Tory country gentleman 
intere sted in a safe berth in his own country where he could only play 
at soldiering would turn to t he militia as a life work . 
With Emory upton as authority in Armie~ of~~ Europe 
dated 1878 , we learn that the militia was intended for home service but . 
that i t could be ordered anywhere within the limits of the United Kingdome 
Parliament voted annually for 120,000 men to comprise this UL~it. 
Voluntary enlistment was for six years and the officers vere com-
missioned by the Crown. 
11 For the purpose of instruction the militia can be 
called out from three to four weeks annually, and the 
peri od can be extended to eight \veeks ." (19) 
~ ~ Pre.:htdice gives us an ample supply of ilitary men 
of var ous varieties . A militia regiment was quartered in Meryton and 
i ts presence caused the feminine hearts to flutter. Catherine and Lydia 
Eennet responded to the sight of a uniform as young girls of many ages 
have responded. They made frequent window shopping tours into Meryton 
where they '"ere sure to see the officers in the shops and at the lending 
library. 
W11en such an expedition produced only feminine chatter such as 
(18) Johnson, op . cit.t pp. 15-16 
(19) Upton , Emory: Armies .£f.~~ Europe , 
A?pleton Co.; New York, 1878. p. 253 
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11 several offi cers had dined lately with the ir uncle, a private had .been 
flogged, and it had actually been hinted that Colonel Forster was going 
to be marr ied" (20) Mr. Bennet could remain a mild-mannered man. but 
when the irls returned with a hat f6r which they had no use he was apt 
to wax eloquent· on the senseless antics of his daughters. Mrs .. Bennet 
was no hel p to him for she could find no fault in her lovely daughters. 
on thi s subject of menQ Lydia was excused in her flirtations for ,u-s .. 
Bennet admi tted a regard for a uniform too . 
I remember the time when I liked a red coat mysel f 
very well -- and.~ indeed, so I do still in my heart ; 
and if a smart young colonel, with five or six thousand 
a year should want one of my girls I shall not say nay 
to him; and I thought Colonel Forster looked very be-
coming the other night at Sir William 's i n his 
regimentalsQ (21) 
The Meryton regiment was in ·charge of Colonel Forster with 
Captain 0Brter under him. Dr. Benny, a lesser light in the corps , intro-
duced Mr. Vlick...ham into the corps in which Mr. '1ickham was glad to accept 
a corr®iss i on. Colonel Forster was to regret the attachment of his young 
man for Wi ckham disgraced the corps by his runaway marriage to Lydia 
Bennete l111en the corps moved from Meryton to Brighton. Lydia followed 
it b accompanying Colonel and Mrs. Forster as their guest. It was on 
the Downs at Brighton in 1794, 1795 and 1796 that t he milit ia was 
centered to mee t the threat of a Fr ench i nvasion. 
(20) Austen, J ane : op. cit.» (Pride and Pre.judice ,) p . 267 
(21) illS•• P• 247 
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There is another army man of rank in Pride and Prejudice named 
Colonel Fttzwillie~ but we lrnow little of him except that he was a re-
lation of Mr. Darcy's. 
Lydia Eennet was not the only Austen character to have her head 
turned by an officer for Isabelle Thorpe in Northanger Abbey found Cap-
tain Frederick Tilney very attractive. Isabelle had been attracted to a 
college boy, James Morland, until this member of the 12th Light Dragoons 
appeared at a Eath assembly, while the college boy was out of the city. 
Captain Tilney 1 s father was a retired general who treated his 
family as if his campaign days were not over., 
The great pat ience of a long suffering man is represented in 
the figure of Colonel Erandon in Sense ~ Sensibility. One becomes a 
little weary for him because he is such a pawn and one wonders just what 
kind of a soldier he was . We do learn in his great legend that he had 
some years with his regiment in the East Indies. 
This very lack of information about the activities and cam-
paigns of the military men is significant. Of the navy men we know more 
of their work and read some of the jargon of the sea for in one place 
Jane has a character insist that Frederick 11 spread a 1i ttle more canvas 
and bring us home one of these young le.dies to Kellynch11 (22) but of the 
militia men we can find very little. This is as it should be for we 
have long since learned that Jane Austen wrote of nothing she had not 
experienced or was not told of by someone close to her. When asked to 
change her theme of writing and style of composition, she refused firmly 
(22) Austen, op. cit., (Persuasion,) P• 1265 
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stating that it would be dangerous for her to step out of the things she 
was able t do . 
ane ' s reply to Mr .. Clarke , George IV' s librarian: 
11 You are very kind in your hints as to the sort of 
composi tion which might recommend me at present, and I am 
fully sensible that a hi s torical romance, founded on the 
House of Cobourg , might be much mere to the purpose of 
_refit or popularity than such pictures of domestic life 
in country villages as I deal in . But I could no more 
write a romance than an epic poem. I could not sit ser iou s-
l y down to write a serious romance under any other motive 
than to save my life; and if it were indispensable for me 
to keep i t up, and never relax into laughing at myself or 
at other people, I am sure I should be hung before I had 
inished the first chapter. I must keep to my own style 
and go on in my own way; and though I may never succeed 
again in that , I am convinced that I should totally fail 
in any other ." (23) 
The above excellently expresses Austen ' s good sense , an ad-
mirable quality in a writer in any period. 
(23) Mitton, G. E.: J ane Austen and Her Times. 
Methuen & Co::-London , 1905. P• 305 
CHAPTER I II 
EDUCATION 
Great schemes for the general education of the English public 
had been suggested during the Seventeenth Century. John Milton had 
pleaded for a far more generous education than the schools and 
universi ties of his day gave. The Royal Society had its beginnings 
and intr oduced the wonders of science to the people. John Locke would 
have expanded education to include not only virtue and wisdom but 
training in the manual arts and all branches of human knowledge. 
From medieval times there had existed in England grammar schools 
in t he full sense and elementary schools where reading and writing were · 
taught . From these grew training offered by the cathedrals, monasteries 
colleges and collegiate churches. Sometimes priests would start a 
small l ocal school, but the coming of the Reformation upset the schools 
with ecclesiastical foundations. These had been rather good schools 
and duri ng the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries private individuals 
who had attempted to return schools to their former good status found 
the taSk almost beyond them. 
Yet the need of popular educat ion grew. There were those who 
felt that the government should be responsible for the education of 
the masses; yet the humble little dames• schools were maintained. 
Johnson attended one at Richfield. Shenstone, 
who went up to Pembroke College, Oxford, soon after 
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Johnson, thought that they existed everywhere. He 
depicted his old school mistress, attired in an apron 
blue as a harebell and a cap whiter than driven snow, 
dwelling in a lowly cottage set round with garden 
f lowers, teaching 'virtuous lor e' hating the Pope, 
enforcing discipline, birching offenders, and re-
warding the diligent with sugared cakes. Goldsmith, 
born a few years later, has as kindly a picture of a 
village schoolmaster, who could out-argue the parson 
with long and thundering words who was kindly if severe. 
Village schools of the same type figure also in Fielding's 
books. A Committee of the House of Commons estimated 
t hat 50,000 children still attended dames' schools in 
1816. (1) 
But these essentially elementary training centers were inadequate, 
and more advanced schools were., set up through private benevolence. ":By 
the last year of George I {1727) Charity schools existed in every county 
in England: 22,000 boys and nearly 6,000 girls among their pupils." (2) 
The chief subject was religion with reading, writing, and arithmetic 
added. 
During the Eighteenth Century there was a general movement for 
the founding of the Sunday Schools . Besides religion, some reading, a 
little writing, and a limited amount of arithmetic was taught. The date 
of their organization is set at 1780. They were a very important 
element in the education of the industrial poor. 
The secondary education was another matter. The old Grammar 
Schools had fallen into considerable disfavor because of what Joseph 
(1) Sir Charles Mallet, 11 Johnson's England" 
Education, Schools and Universities, p. 208 
{2) Ibi d. page 211. 
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Priestly called 11 the severe and proper discipline of a grammar school. 11 
ew ones were continually establi shed purporting to be an improvement 
on the old ones. The success of the newer schools was traceable to the 
fact that they recognized t he growing needs for advanced mathematics , 
modern l anguages , and practical subjects. 
The Non-cordormist academies were alive to t he need to modernize 
educationa They recognized the demand for commercial instruction, f or 
a r ithmetic, geography, mathematics , history , and drawing. For his 
11 Complete English Gentleman" Defoe himself proposed an education which 
should di spense with Greek and Latin, but include natural and ex-
periment al philosophy, history , geography , mathematics, astronomy, a.'ld 
even navigation . 
Boarding schools sprang up in many localities but among girls 
of all classes education was still backward. Girl s were admi t ted to 
the Chari ty schools but there was considerable public opini on on 
feminine educat i on to be overcome Q Swif t had declared that not one 
gentlewoman i n a thousa.TJ.d knew how to spell "and that anything beyond 
.. 
books on devotion or domest icity was regarded a s likely to turn a 
woman ' s brain." {3) Dr .. Gregory 's "Legacy to his Daughters'' advised 
t hem in 1774 11 if you happen to have any learni ng , keep it a profound 
secret , especially f rom t he men, who generally look with a jealous 
(3) Mallet , op . cit., P• 224 
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and malignant eye on a woman of great parts and a cultivated understanding'! 
(4) 
The newspaper advertisements of the period announcing the open-
ing and studies of the boarding schools are quite interesting and re-
vealing. From the "Public Advertiser", April 28, 1774: 
At Thirsk in Yorkshire, in a large commodious 
housej and healthful situation, the Rev. Daniel Addison, 
i th proper assistants, undertake s for fourteen guineas 
a year to board, clothe, and teach young gentl emen the 
classics, and English grammatically~ writ ing, arithe-
metic, bookkeeping by double entry, called merchants ' 
accounts, geometry, mensuration, navigation, algebra, 
etc. For other particulars please to inquire of 
Mr. Liefe , woollendraper, in New Bond Street, and of 
Mr. Lee, hatter a.'ld hosier, opposite the Mews Gate, 
Clerkenwell. (5) 
The quoted advertisement appeared in the "Public Adverti ser" 
for Thursday, April 28, 1774. The following announcement appeared in 
the 11 Times11 for January 8, 1798. 
At Mr. Galland's Academy, Startforth, near Bernard 
Castle, Yorkshire, youth are taught the English, Latin, 
Greek and languages, writing in all the various hands , 
arithmetic, useful branches of the mathematics, the 
Italian method of bookkeeping, geography, use of the 
globes and are boarded, clothed, and supplied with all 
necessaries , at 14 guineas per annume For further 
particulars apply to Mr. Galland, at the Burton Coffee 
House Cheapside, where he attends every day from 11 to 2 
o 1clock, and will refer applicants to people of respect-
ability who have been under his tuition ~ (6) 
Other advertisements of this same period carried the information 
that the school could prepare a girl of average means for a good 
(4) ~., P• 225 
(5) Sydney , W.O.: England. and the English in the Eiehteenth Centur..z, 
Ward & Downey, 1892. Vol. !I. p. 90 
(6) ~., p. 90 
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position in a counting house. Each subject carried would mean a certain 
increase in the amount paid to the head lady. The most popular subjects 
given were reading, plain and fine needlework, writing, and dancing. 
It was expected of some schools that they would prepare the young lady 
for her entrance into society, when she would formally meet the people 
she had known well ever since she had been able to walk from one 
parkway to another. 
There is . a boarding school in Austen's works, the one conducted 
by Mrs. Goddard which is described by Jane as follows: 
Mrs. Goddard was the mistress of a school - not 
of a seminary, or an establishment, or anything which 
professed, in long sentences of refined nonsense, to 
combine liberal acquirements with elegant morality, 
upon new principles and new systems -~ and where young 
ladies for enormous pay might be screwed out of health 
and into vanity -- but a real, honest, old-fashioned 
boarding school, where a reasonable quantity of ac-
complishments were sold at a reasonable price, and 
where girls might be sent to be out of the way, and 
scramble themselves into a little education, without 
any danger of coming back prodigies. Mrs. Goddard's 
school was in high repute, and very deservedly; for 
Highbury was reckoned a particularly heal thy spot, · 
she had an ample house and garden, gave the children 
plenty of wholesome food, let them run about a great 
deal in the summer, and in winter dressed their 
chilblains with her own hands. It was no wonder that 
a train of twenty young couples now walked after her 
to church. ( 7) 
The education of the young ladies in Austen's novels was for 
some a haphazard affair. Most of them were attended by governesses 
(7) Austen, Jane: Co~lete Works, (Emma,) P• 773 
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or attended a local boarding school . The Bennet girls learned their 
various accomplishments at home without too much direction. Anne Ellio tt 
in Persuasion and Georgis.nna Darcy in Pride and PreJudice were sent away 
I to school because the men of their families were busy away from the home. 
I The Musgrove girls had the advantages of a governess before entering a 
·I 
I 
schoole Henrietta and Louise Musgrove were 11 young ladies of nineteen 
and twenty, who had brought from a school at Exeter all the usual s tock 
of accomplishments, and were now, l ike thousands of other young ladies , 
living to be fashionable, happy, and mert-y . " (8) As a result of their 
school training and their mother's supervision "their dress had every 
advantage, their face s were rather pretty ~ their spirits extremely good, 
their manners unembarrassed and pleasant ; they were of consequence at 
home, and favourites abroad." (9) 
The Musgrove grandchildren attended a school some distance from 
their home, to the happy satisfaction of grandparents and parents alike 
who were agreed that the children were not as near being model children 
as anyone would like to have them, but they were in disagreement about 
how they arrived at that state or what was to be done about them. The 
parents had been out of the community for a short trip, at one point of 
the story, and Jane Austen writes 11 they came back to receive their happy 
boys and girls from school, bringing with them l~s. Harville ' s 
(8) Ibid •• (Persuasion,) p. 1233 
(9) ~·· (Persuasion,) P• 1233 
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little children, to improve the noise of Uppercross, and lessen that 
of Lyme." (10) Lady Russell made a mental note to be sure to not go 
to Uppercross during the Christmas season. 
There is no incompetent governess in any of Austen. In fact, 
the Austen teachers are an unusual group of patient and loving women. 
Miss Lee, in the Bertram household, was very accomplished; and it did 
not annoy her to have Fanny, the country cousin, added to her little 
group which at that time consisted of Maria and Julia J3ertram but 
which had years before probably included the two Bertram boys. 
The Bertram girls are astonished at what their country cousin 
does not know and say so to their mother. 
Dear mamma, only think, my cousin cannot put the 
map of Europe together -- or my cousin cannot tell the 
principal rivers in Russia -- or she never heard of 
A.s ia Minor -- or she does not know the difference be-
tween water colors and crayons 1 How strange 1 Did you 
ever hear anything so stupid? 
How long it is since we used to repeat the chrono-
logical order of the kings of England, with the dates 
of their accession, and most of the principal events of 
their reigns? 
Yes, and of the Roman emperors as low as Severus; 
besides a great deal of the heathen mythology, and all 
the metals, semi-metals, planets and distinguished 
philosophers. .( 11) 
(10) Austen, op. cit.( Persuasion,) P• 478 
(ll) !E.!A•, (Mansfield Park~ p. 1290 
Edmund took a personal interest in what Fanny daily read and 
corrected her judgment while Miss Lee taught her French and heard her 
read the daily portion of history to get caught up with her cousins. 
There was not a very rapid turnover of tutor personnel in the 
Woodhouse menage for Miss Taylor, friend and companion as well as 
teacher t o Emma Woodhouse and her eldest sister, Isabella, was with 
that fami ly for sixteen years before she married. Again we have a 
representative of the patient type, for Emma was a very spoiled child. 
The boys and young men of the Austen novels received their 
education_at the accepted colleges and unive~sities. We know that 
Edmund Bertram went from Eton to Oxford and that the change made no · 
great dif ference in hi s regard for Fanny Price. Apparently there was 
supposed to be a certain degree of snobbery that accompanied a higher 
education. 
Henry Crawford at tended Westminister and Cambridge and this we 
learn from his statement 11 My plan was laid at Westminister, . a little 
altered, perhaps, at Cambridge, and at one-and-twenty executed." (12) 
He was di scussing the plans he had made for the minute improvements 
at Everingham, his home estate. 
Mr s. Thorpe of liorthanger Abbez had placed her children to some 
advantage for her three daughters were beautiful and her three sons 
(12) Austen, op. cit. p. 505 
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talented. ohn Thorpe was a fellow student at Oxford with James Morland, 
Catherine's brother, while Edward Thorpe was at Merchant Taylors ' in 
Suffolk Lane, London, and William Thorpe was at sea. 
Tom and Charles Price were off at some school in Portsmouth 
during the daytime while Fanny visited her family. We would not go too 
far wrong i f we were to assume that the Portsmouth school was teaching 
these boys some sea craft for Portsmouth was the center of the shipping 
business for England and the activities of the city centered about some 
phase of the businesse William Price, an older brother to these two, 
was already in the navy giving good account of himself. 
Robert Ferrars and Edward Ferrars were considered quite 
different f r om each other in many ways and Robert explained to Elinor 
Dashwood tha t the underlying reason for the differences was their method 
of training~ 
Talking of his brother, and lamenting the extreme 
gaucherie which he really believed kept him from mixing 
i n proper society, he candidly and generously attributed 
it much less to any natural deficiency, than to the mis-
f ortune of a private education; while he himself, though 
pr obably without any particular, any material superiority 
by nature, merely from the advantage of a public school, 
was as well fitted to mix in the world as any other man. (13) 
Edward was placed with Mr. Pratt for private tutelage while 
Robert was sent to Westminster. Edward was very much his mother ' s 
(13) Austen, op. cit., p. 149 
darling and raised to be as worthless in his community as a gentleman 
could get by being~ Mrs. Dashwood asked him why he did not consider a 
profession t o engage his time and give an interest to his plans and 
actions. Hi s reply was 
I do assure you that I have long thought on this 
point as you think now. It has been, and is, and 
probably will always be a heavy misfortune to me, that 
I have had no necessary business to engage me, no pro-
fession to give me employment or afford me anything 
like independence. But unfortunately my own nicety 
and the nicety of my friends, have made me what I am, 
an idle, helpless being. We cannot agree in our choice 
of a profession •••• ! was therefore entered at Oxford, 
and have been properly idle ever since. (14) 
As a consequence of such training, Edward later remarks that 
he would chose for his own children the exact opposite of his own 
training. 
The at titude of Edward was not uncommon for there was quite an 
element in the richer division of the middle class that felt they had 
fulfilled their obligation to t he world by just living in it, that 
working to keep it going and improvi ng, was really far out of the 
question. Jane Austen had seen a great deal of this la~ attitude and 
in the character of Edward Ferrars she takes a dainty, l ady-like punch 
at such people. 
In the novels of Jane Austen we find charact ers in attendance 
at elementary schools and boarding-schools; at Eton, Wewtminister, 
(14) Austen, op. cit., p~ 61 
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Cambridge and Oxford; in commercial traini~ at Merchants' Taylor, 
London; i n apprenticeship for the navy; and under the tutelage of 
private i nstructors and governesses. The range of training is wide as 
well as varied which is representative of the times. A far more 
universal representation is shown in the types of scholars and students 
the characters were. Then, even as now, some were diligent, some were 
negligent . 
I conclude, therefore, the educational practices of Jane 
Austen's period are reflected in the training and education of her 
fictional characters. 
CHAPTER IV 
WOMEN AND THE AGE 
The age of rebellious women can have no definite date set since 
the degree of the rebellion fluctuates . Even in J ane Austen's day women 
were makin- their rights and privHeges recognized so it is no wonder 
Miss Austen included Elizabeth Bennet in her list of feminine characters. 
Miss Austen did not, however , create any of the variety of women who 
campaigned openly for women 1 s rights . 
1l:he entire social structure was framed on definite rules of -
conduct as was the marriage market. It was not uncommon for cousins to 
marry to keep the family estates intact and many marriages were the result 
of parental dictation. Sometimes this dictation was agreeable to the 
lovers but as often it was the cause of· much suffering. Aa~e Elliot in 
Persuasion loved Captain Wentworth very much but Sir Walter Elliot forbade 
their marriage on the grounds that sailors were offensive to him and he 
could not agree to have one in the family~ Anne submitted to this 
parental domination because Captain Wentwort~ was persuaded it was for 
the best, but for eight years she continued her love for him and in the 
end it was more powerful than Sir Walter ' s narrow snobbery. 
In direct contrast to Anne is Elizabeth Bennet. There were 
several obstacles to her love for Mr. Darcy but she made a deteri:lined 
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stand against one of these forces when she was sure of her own feelings 
and exceedingly hopeful of his regard for her. Lady Catherine de 
Eourgh, the style setter for the neighborhood, patroness of Mr. Collins , 
made an early morning call upon Elizabeth in order to tell her that the 
marriage of Elizabeth and Darcy was quite out of the question because he 
was engaged to her daughter , an arrangement made by Lady Catherine her-
self. 
he heart of the matter is contained in the following con-
versation between Lady Catherine and Elizabeth: 
11 The engagement between them is a peculiar kind. 
From their infancy, they have been intended for each 
other. !t was the favourite wish of his mother , as 
well as of hers. While in their cradles, we planned 
t he union : and now, at the moment when the wishes of 
both sisters would be accomplished in their marriage 
to be prevented by a young woman of inferior birth , 
of no importance in the world , and wholly unallied to 
the family l Do you pay no regard to the wishes of his 
friends - - to his tacit engagement with ~iss de Bough? 
Have you not heard me say that from his earliest hours 
he was destined for his cousin?" 
11 Yes, 11 answered Elizabeth, 11 and I had heard it be-
fore. But what is that to me? If there is no other 
objection to my marrying your nephew, I shall certai nly 
not be kept from it by knowing that his mother and 
aunt wished hi m to marry Miss de Eourgh. You both did 
as much as you could, in planning the marriage; its 
completion depended on others. If Mr. Darcy is neither 
by honour nor inclination COilfined to his cousin, why 
is not he to make another choice and if I am that choice, 
why may I not accept him?11 
"Because honour, decorwn, prudence -- nay, interest, 
forbid it," replied Lady Catherine. "Yes, Ii!iss Bennet, 
interest, for do not expect to be noticed by his family 
or friends if you wilfully act against the inclinations 
of all. Your alliance will be a disgrace; your name 
will never even be mentioned by us." 
"These are heavy misfor tunes," replied Elizabeth, 
11 But the wife of Mr. Darcy rrn.lst have such extraordinary 
sources of happiness necessarily attached to her situation, 
t hat she could, upon the whole, have no cause to repine." 
11 0bstin.?,te, headstrong girl ! I am ashamed of you." (l) 
Yes, Lady Catherine was ashamed of Elizabeth because of the 
firm, unladylike stand of determination she expressed. Such open op-
position to the will of her ladyship was unheard of . Young ladies just 
did not do such thing!:'. A final blm•r was aimed at her ladyship. She 
I 
asked Elizabeth to promise to never enter into an engagement with Darcy . 
Elizabeth replied, 11 I will make no promise of the kind. 11 (2) 
The words that sent the lady home were 
11 Allow me to say, Lady Catherine, that the 
arguments with which you h~ve supported his extra-
or~inary application have been as frivolous as the 
application was ill-judged9 You have widely mis-
taken my character if you think I can be wo rked on 
by such persuasions as these . How far your nephew 
might approve of your i nterference in his affairs 
I cannot tell ; but you have certainly no right to 
concern yourself in mine." (3) 
Lady Catherine had met her match in Elizabeth who was to have 
her way in the end, but Lady Catherine was not changed in her rudeness 
f or she forgo t her position and stooped to say to Elizabeth 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
"You have no regard, then , for the honour and 
credit of my nephew l Unfeeling, selfish girl! Do 
you not consider that a connection with you must 
disgrace him in the eye of everybody? 11 (4) 
Austen, Jane: ComElete Works, (Pride and Pre,judice, ) p. 
Austen, op. cit., P • 447 
illi!·' P• 447 
~ .. , P• 447 
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On this note then Elizabeth ordered her ladyship to leave, 
w ich she did snapping over her shoulder as she went , " I am seriously 
displeased." 
William Dean Howells, keen critic and admirer of Jane Austen , 
had the following to say about the scene just mentioned: 
11 Their encounter is perhaps the supreme moment 
of objective drama in the book, ~~d is a bit of very 
amusing comedy* which is the more interesting to the 
modern spectator because it expresses the beginning 
of that revolt against aristocratic pretensi.on 
characteristic of the best English fiction of our 
century ~ I ts spirit seems to have worked in the clear 
intelligence of the yotU1g girl to more than one effect 
of laughing satire , and one feels t hat Elizabeth Bennet 
is speaking Jane Austen ' s mind , and perhaps avenging 
her for patronage and impertinance othe~vise suffered 
in silence , when she gives Lady de Bourgh her famous 
set ting-down. 11 ( 5) 
I t is significant to reflect that Jane Austen'understood the 
procedures of society rather well~ She describes the dinner party at 
Lady Cat erine ' s to which Elizabeth and Mr. and Mrs. Col ins .rere invited, 
with gred cr..re . She carefully draws the studied rudeness with which 
Lady Catherine treated her guests i n order to kee~ them conscious of 
t1eir social inferiority. Jane is not alone in her representation of 
this kind of woman. In Vanity Fair Thackerey shovrs Becky as shunned b 
her ovm countrywomen because of her success in Parisian society which was 
(5) Howells, Wm . Dean: Heroines of Fiction 
Harper & Brothers. New York, 1901. p. 45 
due to her mastery of the language and a lively nature . Another incident 
of the same sort i s to be found in Lord Lytton ' s Pelham where the man of 
fashion treats the ordi naxy people in the country as if t hey were quite 
infer i or . 
Lady Catherine was not the only anxious mother. The problem 
of marrying off all her daughters was greater for Mrs. Bennet. When she 
learned that 11 a young man of l&.rge fortune from the north of England" had 
taken over Netherfield she insi sted that Mr. Bennet call on him to make 
the necessary social contact pavi ng the way f or a vi si t from her and. the 
five girls. In fact, so insistent was Mr::h Bennet t hat Mr . Bennet was 
among the very f irst of the neighborhood to call upon Mr . Bingley. She 
ha.d. some disagreeable moments when she learned that rs .. Long woul d attend 
the assemb.ies with her two nieces i n tow ~ More distress was -added when 
she learned the Bingley household boasted of s ix women bu t the strain was 
eased with the discovery that five of them were his sisters and one a 
cousin. 
Sir Thomas Bertram, Mansfield Park, felt it necessary to think 
of the cousin marriAge po s si bility when he was asked to help i n the 
rearing of Fanny Pri ce ~ He had two fine boys for whom he was am it io~s . 
Before he could. get very far in his t hought s on the matter Mrs .. liforris 
convi nc ed h im he was thinking a-mi ss for she said: 
"You are thinking of your sons; but do not you know 
that of all t hings upon earth that is the least likely to 
happen, brought up as they woul d e , always t ogether like 
brothers and sist .rs? I t is moral ly impossible , I do 
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not know· of an instance of it. It is, in fact , the 
only sure way of providing against the connection. 
Suppose her a pretty girl, and seen by Thom or Eo~d 
- or the first time seven years hence~ and I dare say 
there would be mischief~ •• ~But breed her up with them 
from this time, and suppose her even to have the beauty 
of an angel, and she will " never be more to either than 
a sister . " (6) 
I 
Dear blind man~ he just did not see what Mrs .. Norris was doing. 
She was afraid the final responsibility for Fanny would fall to her , 
giving her an added expense and duty which she was reluctant to assume~ 
We hasten to say Mrs . Norris was qui te wrong in her forecast but quite 
right in her procedure ; Fanny married a cousin while Mrs. Uorris did not 
have the burden of a growing girl. 
Mis s Austen 1 s heroines have a stamp of their own. They have 
a certain gentle self- respect and humor and hardness of heart in which 
most modern heroines are a little wanting. Whatever happens they can 
for the mo s t part speak gayly and wi thout bitterness . Love with them 
does not mean a passion so much as an interest =~ deep , silent , not quite 
i ncompatibl e with a secondary flirtation . Marianna Dashwood. ' s tears are 
evidently meant t o be drieda Jane Bennet smiles , sighs, and. makes ex-
cuses for Bingley1 s neglect. Emma passes one disagreeable morning 
making up her mind to the unnatural alliance between Mr. Knightley and 
Harriet Smith .. 
(6) Austen, op. cit . , (Mansfield ~. ) p .. 471 
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CHAPTJilR V 
FOODS -- ME-1\LS 
Keeping house in the country was no simple task but we are not 
burdened in our reading with much housekeeping routine details. We 
are only aware of it in the background usually, but much aware of it as 
Mrs9 Bennet prepares to receive Mr. Collins whom they had never seen 
to the time of his arrival, and whom they regretted seeing since he held 
the entail on their home. 
. 
Ki tchen utensils were not numerous and those used were clumsy. 
The stoves were the crude wood burning vari ety and preparing a meal for 
it to arrive on the table while hot was no small display of skill. 
Possibly that is why we have any number of references to meals of cold 
meats, cakes and fruits. Wooden platters and trenchers were used in 
almost every household. Tea urns and coffee services were common. 
Silver for~s were used by nobles and the foreign ambassadors so it was 
small wonder Fanny Price was overawed by the fine table setting when 
she was taken into the Bertram household from the menial, crowded, 
cluttered, noisy home of Mr. Price, retired lieutenant of the marines. 
11 disabled for active service, but not the less equal to company and 
good li<lJ.uor. 11 (1) Silver handled knives and forks were used by the 
middle cl ass as well as kn:!.ves with bone or ebony fluted handles. F.orks 
still had only three prongs and dessert spoons had not yet come into 
fashion. Mrs. Bennet was disturbed that she might not have enough 
utensils to see them through a full course meal. She was experiencinc 
the same difficulty as Sir Joshua Reynolds, for Turberville tells us 
that at t he Reynolds home entertainment was frequent and unconventional 
for while the 11 fare was ample there was often an insufficiency of knives 
and forks ." (2) Knives were constructed with broad ends for eating 
peas and catching up gravy or fruit juice. 
We are told that in the vicarage at Steventon, where Jane's 
father held the incumbency, knives with broad round ends were generally 
used, and if the group were overly large someone had to do without one. 
On the matter of food, we do not learn too much since Miss 
Austen u ses the meal as a transition device for the plot, and it is 
only through tracing the various meals taken in the whole group of 
novels do we learn what these people ate and drank. About fifty years 
earlier than Jane's iime the one mai n meal of the day was a late dinner 
when the members of the family were finished with their day's activities 
(1) Austen, Jane: Complete Works, (Pride and Prejudice,) p. 47G 
(2) Turberville, A.S.: English~ 1ID2. Manners..!!!~ Eighteenth Century 
Clarendon Press. 1926. P• 368 
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But by Jane!s time, the eating habits had been changed because the 
activitie s of the people had changed. 
We learn that breakfast was a sturdy meal because after the great 
ball which Fanny and William Price attended, William had for his break-
fast 11 the cold pork and mustard." General Tilney drank cocoa at his 
breakfast when the girls came down to learn the schedule of events for 
the coming few days of Catherine's visit. The presence of cocoa or 
chocolate on the table makes us aware that the great Indian trade was 
bringing in new foods for the little island. 
The hour for breakfast was somewhere around ten o'clock but 
people had usually been up performing various duties prior to that 
time. El izabeth in Pride ~ Prejuaice walked the three miles to the 
Bingley home through mud and weeds before breakfast to see her sister 
who was i ll there. In Sense and Sensibility Edward showed Elinor the 
stabling ifi the , villa.ge before they breakfasted. 
Si nce the dinner hour was a late one it was better to have the 
breakfast as late as possible to keep away the hunger pangs. Such 
hunger pangs did come, giving reason for the late afternoon tea parties 
to which the ladies invited their neighbors and at which they exchanged 
all manner of views and opinions while they worked on their finger 
needle work. The dinner hour was set according to the requirements of 
the famil y and there is no mention that a meal must be served at any 
certain time to please the servants. Mr. Woodhouse took his meals as 
late as possible when he did not have guests coming to spend the evening 
hours with him while Emma was out. 
I n A. E. Richardson we learn how the fashionable city women 
spent their time and the popular hour for dinner: 
They breakfasted on chocolate or tea and bread. 
and butter, interviewed the mantu.a.o-maker, enjoyed a 
sl ight 1nuncheon 1 between eleven and twelve, drove to 
the silk mercers between one and half past, returned 
and dined between three and four. (3) 
Jane Austen makes use of this same mid-day meal in Sense ~ 
Sensibili tl• Willoughby says he caught a 1nuncheon 1 of 11 a pint of 
porter wi th cold beef at Marlborough11 .(4) Johnson 's Dictionary gives 
nuncheon to mean "a piece of victuals eaten between meals. 11 ( 5) 
Willoughby arrived at Barton Cottage at four o'clock for he had been 
invited t o dinner. Edward Ferrara arrived at the Dashwood home at one 
o'clock on the day that he proposed to Elinor and by the time they sat 
down to dinner at four o'clock he had acquired Elinor and the blessings 
of her family. Fanny Price went to dinner at Dr. Grant's by carriage 
twenty mi nutes after four. 
Luncheon therefore was creeping in as a necessary meal during 
this time , and the range of foods served for it was from a slice of 
cake or a baked apple to cold meat, cake and a variety of all the 
(3) Richardson, A.E.: Georgian England, 
B.TlB. Batsford, London, 1931, P• 190 
(4) Austen, Jane: Complete Works, (Sense~ ~ensibilitl) P• 190 
(5} Footnote to this effect given on page 190 of the Austen text. 
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finest fruits in season at Pemberly, served to morning callers. Those 
finest frui ts would be such f~aits as peaches, grapes, and nectar i nes . 
Mrs. Austen, mother of Jane and Cassandra, in a letter dated 
August 13, 1806 wrote of their visit at Stoneleigh: 
At nine in the morning we say our prayers in a 
handsome chapel of which the pulpit, etc., is now 
hung in black. Then follows breakfast, consisting of 
chocolate, coffee, and tea, plum cake, pound cruce, 
hot rolls, cold rolls, bread and butter, and dry 
toast for me. The house steward, a fine large res-
pectable looking man, orders all these matters •••••• 
I do not fail to spend some part of every day in the 
ki tchen garden, where the quantity of small fruit ex-
ceeds anything you can form an idea of •• •• •.••• (6) 
A dinner visit was very liable to grow into a succession of 
three meals crowded into the hours from five to ten of the clock. The 
hours of best daylight were devoted to t he outdoor duties of the house-
hold, to shopping, walking, visiting, while the dinner hours of twilight 
and evening when the candles had to be lit, were devoted to card 
playing, conversation, music and dining. 
The general eating habits of this period are as interesting as 
the foods. Mr. Austen-Leigh states that in Hampshire the idea prevailed 
that potatoes were to be eaten only with roast meat. Beef of mutton broth 
was sometimes served in a large dish, with the meat and vegetables. 
(6) Austen-Leigh, William and Richard: Ja.ne Austen ~ Life ~ Letters 
Smith, Elder & Co., London , 1913. P• 197 
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Vegetables on the whole were more sparingly used than at the later time 
of more abundant garden produce which appeared in the shop of the green 
grocer. 
At this time a kind of white soup was becoming ver y popular, so 
popular in fact , that it was served as a warm refreshment at the assemblies 
or balls, and it was a quick escort who could procure some for his lady 
because it was so soon gone. Mr . :Bingley promised the :Bennets that he 
would send out his cards announcing the next assembly just as soon as his 
housekeeper, Mrs. Nichols, had made sufficient white soup ahead. 
Mr. Woo~~ouse, the most discriminating eater of them all, had a 
dislike for the delicate fricassee of chicken_ and asparagus and sent it 
away. Poultry was considered a proper thing for a main dish but there 
was always the choice of pork, mutton, venison and veal cutlets. Mrs. 
Grant mentions that the cook said the turkey 11 would not keep beyond 
tomorrow. 11 We know about the roast mutton and rice to which the little 
Knightl ey bosy were hurrying with their father at Christmas time. Mrs. 
:Bennet mentions a haunch of venison ~hich she says is too fat and at 
Mr. Weston ' s there is a saddle of mutton. 
Much fish was eaten both in summer and winter and in one place 
the Miss Da.shwoods stop at an inn for a meal where Mrs. Jennings tried to 
extort from them a 11 confession of their preferring sal.mon to cod. 11 
One of the excesses that the )Cople in the provi nces shared with 
the people of the cities was drinking. From Portugal came fine port 
a~ a very low rate as permitted by the Methuen Treaty of 1903. Port 
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drinking spread the ravages of gout which was the malady most enjoyed 
during the century, while small pox and epidemic fever were the mo st 
dreaded . "Enjoyed" seems to be an accurate word, for its victims con-
tinued the hearty eating and hard drinking even when they knew that to 
be the cause of the disease. It has already been mentioned that Mr. 
Allen in North~nger Abbe~ was ordered to Bath for the waters because of 
a gouty constitution. 
When wine first became popular it was not placed on the tables 
but a guest was asked what he preferred with his dinner. Later, the 
decanters o. port and madeira were placed on the table along with a 
small dessert and after everyone had been served once around the gnest 
could then help himself to more . The drinking bouts of the men began 
after dinner. One of the favorite toasts of the period was "God bless 
the King and confound the Pretender." 
The evening that Mr. Collins accompanied the Bennet girls to 
dinner at the Philips home 11 stuffy uncle Philips, breathing port wine, 
followed them (the militia men) into the room." (7) 
Fanny was a little urnJ1appy in her father 1 s reception of her 
after her long absence for she "shrunk back to her seat, with feelings 
sadly pained by his langnage and hi s smell of spiri ts. 11 (8) 
Aunt Norris of Mansfield ~ \7as not one to allow interesting 
household details miss her so when she went with the Bertram party to 
(7) Austen , op. cit., (Pride and Prejudice) P• 276 
(8) ill£.•, (Mansfield Park) p. 701 
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visit at Sot erton she talke at sorfle l on(th with Mrs . Whital>::er, the 
h ouseke --per, and l~ter report ed t ha t .1rs . '/Th taker 11 vas qu i te s ocked 
,._, .~en I asked her \7 .ether wine vas a .o,·;ed at t 1e econ~ t able, a."l s e 
t urned away twc . 01 semaids for wear .ng w i te owns ." (9 
a t erine Morland tho- g t f ~r. T l ney as 11 she drank er arm 
wine an water , and prepared herself for bed. 11 (10) 
1 en Mrs . ates an _ Mrs. Gc· dard spent t e evening wit_ ~ir . 
~.oodhouse , Ermna rovi ed "large s ices of ca.lce n..."ld full g l asses of 
wi ne" (11 to make u_ for whate er o .. t eir J.i nne r .ir . Wo o" ouse 
. av€ t e· · them out of ating • 
1r . i7eston of the Rsndalls pro•:ided an a.L'lple supply of r · ne 
•ine dur n .o- t e Chr " stma.s fe ti.vi ti s . l.ir. Elton was t ought y Enna to 
be un er the: in uence of dr i nk when e pro:_:>oseu to er in t l e carr a e 
as th e~r \7ere t aken orne throug the sn0•.rfa. l. (12) 
_ t Barton ot a~e v!rs . Da.shnood inclu _ed i7il e with t he 
dessert. (13) ~li za eth ras off ered a rink of wits to vsrc me a faint 
s el • ( l~ .:r. Vlil o ghby dran. a pbt of ;;orte:- rr th . s 
(9 (' r fi e 1 d P ,., , 11.allS -'- . ..£!:=..E.1 p . 553 
(10. Ibi cl ., P • 107_.~ 
1 ) I i d., ~~ P• 89 
(_2) I i d. , ( __ a . . 8 '1 
13) I'bi . ' (~ .2l.l 
(14) _L., (Pri e and PreJudice ) . 395 
nuncheon at a roadside inn. (15) 
Jane Austen was not unaware of the existance of wines nor did 
she abstain for in a letter dated July 1, 1808 she wrote 
The orange wine will want our care soon. But 
in the meantime, for elegance and ease and luxury, 
the Nattons and the Milles 1 dine here today, and I 
shall ea.t ice and drink French wine, and be above 
vulgar economy. Luckily the pleasures of friendship, 
of unreserved conversation, of similarity of taste 
and opinions, will mruce good amends for orange wine. (16) 
Sheila Kaye-Smith and G. B. Stern examined the novels of Austen 
for a typical menu and decid.ed on this one. 
White Soup 
Boiled Salmon 
Fricassee of Chicken and Asparagus 
Roast Saddle of Mutton 
Gooseberry Tart (17) 
The writer of this paper is partial to the following menu which 
would be considered just as typical 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
White Soup 
Boiled Cod 
Baked Stuffed Goose 
Baked Potato 
Roast Beef with Horseradish Gravy 
Coffee or Tea Fruit 
Ibid.~ (Sense and Sensibility,) P• 190 
- - -· 
Austen-Leigh: op. cit., P• 205 
Kaye-Smith and Stern: Speaking .2! ~ Austen 
Harper & Brothers, 1944. p. 61 
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Chapter VI 
SERVANTS 
The upper middle class was the powerful group it was because 
of its holdings but its leisure was possible because of the amount of 
labor it could hire . This laboring group also considered itself middle 
class since it too enjoyed a money economy and independence. The 
relations between the employer and the employee were as amicable as 
working conditions permitted. Each had a pride in his own position and 
remembered to stay in it. 
The crafts group .including butchers, carpenters, gardeners, 
governesses, nurses, and clerks were on · a level of skill higher than the 
servants of the household. Within th~t group would be divisions ~ith land 
manager, and housekeeper at the top, then in order of lesser rank butler , 
footman, cook, downstairs maid, upstairs maid, kitchen maids, dairymaid. 
On the stable staff would be the coachman, various grooms, ostler, and a 
' young boy or t wo for odd jobs. 
T e main differences between what the writer ~hooses to term the 
craft group and the servant group were the mode of wage payment and the 
place of employment . The crafts people generally maintained an in-
dependent l iving establishment, worked for the colllJ.auni t y for money wages. 
But it was not uncommon that a rich man with vast holdings would retaln 
carpenters, overseers . gardeners , their helpers and fami l ies, on his 
estate because there was sufficient work to keep them busy regularly. 
With t he dec rease in number of such rich men and the increase in number 
of vi llagers , the craftsmen l ocated in the vil lages where they maintained 
an independent business .. There are representatives of both these groups 
in Jane Austen's novel s. 
The servants were a living-in part of the household, subject to 
its regulat i ons, given maintenance and a small wage for services . Very 
often a household staff would be a family of mother, f ather, son and 
daughter with mother as cook, father as butler or man-servant, son as 
coachman, and daughter as maid. 
The laxger the estate and the higher t he social standi ng of the 
lord of the estate, the larger his corps of servants . The means of re-
cognizing t he social status of a family was by the number of male servants 
employed and in these can be traced a distant survival of the medieval 
system of r e t ainers. Richardson in Georgian England tells us 
A French cook was usually employed in the larger 
houses, but the country gentry were generally content 
wi th a woman cook, two scullery maids, four chamber-
maids, and a dairymaid for the femal e staff . Then 
t here was a butler, two footmen, and black boy. The 
gP~den s taff natL~ally varied wi th the size of the 
pl easure gardens, but for a garden of ten acres, four 
gardeners and two boys were usual. The stable staff 
included the coachman and his family, three grooms 
and an ostler. (1) 
(1) Ri chardson, A.Ee: Georgian England, ! Survey of Social Life, Trades , 
Industries and Art s from 1700 to 1820 . P• 19 
B. T. B. Batsford , London, 1913 
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Undoubtedly the most complete staff of servants was kept by 
Sir Thomas Bertram of Mansfield Park for it included Baddeley, his 
butller; Wilcox, his coachman; John, the groom;: Charles, a second groom; 
Stephen, a third groom; Mrs. Chapman, Lady Bertram's first maid, and 
Ellis, her second maid; Nanny, Mrs . Norris's maid, as well as a few 
miscellaneous helpers including a gardener and a carpenter. The matters 
of the 1Dusehold ran along smothly enough that one could not help being 
aware that some one did a good job of management but one knew it was 
not Lady Bert ram for her greatest exertion during a day was the writing 
of letter s. Mrs. Norris went into the kitchen once to place a few 
orders, but she was quickly ejected. Baddeley was the even-tempered, 
sensible force that kept matters moving along ~ell. Upon his return 
from Ant igua, Sir .Thomas closeted himself at great length with Baddeley, 
no doubt to acquaint himself with what had taken place in his absence. 
Baddeley was the only one who could give him such an account without 
flourish or bias . 
Because Mrs. Norris had no set home s~e had but one servant, 
Nanny, who waited on her at Mansfield Park. Wilc.ox taught Fanny to 
ride Edmund's quiet mare but admired the way Miss Crawford sat her 
horse and remarked to Fanny on it. He had no patience with anyone who 
was afraid of a horse. 
Dr. Grant, the new minister for Mansfield Park parish, fancier 
of fine f ood, must certainly have had a good cook although she is not 
named. Mrs. Grant admi.ts t he cook's salary i s equal to the cook' s 
salary at Mansfield Park and complains that she is never to be found 
in her office. The gardener for Dr. Grant is Robert who has quite a 
job making the apricot tree in the back yard produce a good variety 
of fruit. Mrs . Norris insists the tree bore splendid fruit for ~er. 
The crowded, badly managed household of the Price family in 
Por tsmout h has two maids; Rebecca, the upper servant and Sally, the 
under ser vant. Sally could never be found when she was wanted and 
Rebecca was constantly being imposed upon. Much was left to be desired 
so far as discipline in that house was concerned. Rebecca, had to be 
11 pr evailed" upon to carry the t ea things into the parlour. Orders by 
the family were 11 hallooed11 into the kitchen and answers 11 hallooed11 
right back out again by the maids. It is little wonder Mrs. Price's 
first quest ions about ~~sfield Park concerned the servant problem 
which plagued her no end. 
Others of the servant group mentioned in Mansfield Park were 
Maddison, Henry Crawford's agent at Everingham, and Mrs. Whitaker, 
Mrs. Rushworth 1 s housekeeper. 
The Nort hanger Abbey servant list is the shortest of those 
of the novels because the setting of the story moves about from Bath 
t o the Abbey. General Tilney had William, his man- servant, with him 
at Bath while Alice went along as Miss Tilney 1 s maid. Dorothy was the 
housekeeper at the Abbey who, to Catherine Morl~d, , represented the 
========F============='----==~================================~============~= 
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"ancient housekeeper" one always finds in the ·Gothic novels so common 
at that time. Henry was considerate of Dorothy in that he gave her 
four days advance notice of the arrival of family and guest. 
The elite household in Pride and Prejudice is that of Lady 
Catherine de Bourgh whose named servants include Dawson, her maid; 
Mrs. Jenkinson, her companion, and Miss Pope, a governness patronized 
by her. Mrs. Bennet of the same novel, could never have kept her 
household together without the help of Mrs. Hill, housekeeper and 
friend. The maid could have run off with the farmer boy while Mrs. 
Bennet enjoyed one of her faint and crying spells. 
Mr. Darcy 1 s estate, Pemberly, was in charge of Mrs. Reynolcls, 
the housekeeper and family friend, and a gardener. She was a properly 
august person whose judgment could be tr-asted and indirectly helped 
Elizabeth Bennet understand Mr • . Darcy better and grow to love him 
deeply. Companion to Georgia.nna Darcy was Mrs. Younge in whom the 
family had reason to be disappointed but Georgianna1 s main comfort was 
in Mrs. Annesley, "a genteel, agreeable-looking woman." It was Mrs. 
Annesley who efficiently directed Miss Darcy in her hostess duties 
at Pemberley. 
Mr. Bingley 1 s housekeeper at Netherfield Park was Mrs. Nicholls, 
the white soup expert. 
Mr. George Knightley 1 s household staff is no less large or less 
colorful than that if Sir Thomas Bertram. It includes Mrs. Hodges, 
his housekeeper; Harry, am-servant; James, coachman; William Larkins, 
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bailiff; and the usual odds and ends of necessary extra hands to take 
care of the farm. The one outstanding person of this list we remember 
long after the novel ends is William Larkin. We feel his sulking and 
disapproval right along. Left alone he would never have been so generous 
with the apple supply as to have shared it with the Bates family. Miss 
Bates reports to Mr. Knightley that Williams made muttered 11 mention11 of 
i t . Mr. Kni ghtley confesses to Emma, the day after she accep~ed him, 
that he had been "walking away from William Larkin the whole morning to 
have his thoughts to himself." (2) Emma's quick reply was to the effect 
that Mr. Kni ghtley should have asked Larkin before he asked her. Mr~ 
Elton disapproves of the Donwell Abbey servants in general but Harry 
and Larkin i n particular. Harry he would not allow to stand at his side-
board for any consideration, and Larkin he believes to be out of humor 
so much of t he time. After a walk to Donwell Abbey on a hot July day, 
Mr. Elton l earned from Larkin that 11 he did not know what had come over 
his master l ately, but he could hardly ever get the speech of him." (3-) 
The cook in the Woodhouse menage was Serle who lcnew just how 
to deal with an egg and how thin to mclce the gruel, no small accomplish-
ment when he had discriminating Mr. Woodhouse to cook for. Serle 1 s 
true culinary accomplishments would have gone unnoticed if the family 
(2) Austen , Jane: Complete Works, (Emma,) P• 1038 
(3) .ill£· • P• 1044 
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had not entertained once in awhile. 
As Baddeley is a power at Mansfield Park so James is a force 
at Hartfield. His capacity is that of coachrftan but his activities in-
clude much more. He is man-servant, butler, companion. Mr. Woodhouse 
is very cons iderate of James in that he refused to think of a trip to 
Randalls because James would have to stay out in the cold while he was 
inside. Knowing Mr. Woodhouse as we do we know that to be only partial 
reasoning, t he rest being that Mr. Woodhouse did not choose to be trans-
ported from hi s own warm fireside to carry on conversation he could have 
when the Westons came to see him. 
James 1s daughter, Hannah, is a good and dutiful maid for the 
Westons at Randalls. 
Mr s. Hodges, the Knightley housekeeper, is unhappy with Mrs. 
Wright, the Elton cook, because Mrs. Wright promised her a receipt but 
has never sent it. Apparently the servants visited among themselves. 
Mrs. Smith, old friend of Mr . 'i'lilloughby 1 s in Persuasion, is a 
partial invalid who maintains two furnished rooms in Bath at Mrs. Speed ' s 
but she was well cared for. The maid was always ready to perform some 
little task and the nurse was either coming, going, or expected shortly. 
· Even if Mrs. Smith was unable to take her place in active society she 
knew what was going on and was able to recite to Anne Elliot the names 
of many of t he people who attended t he concert, what they wore, and how 
they enjoyed themselves. The secret? ~e •ant s v o knew tradespeo -
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r o me·; concert hall attendants ... , o knew h or to report at they sa> . 
!.~a :.r rbls"'rove 1 · s t ened to em l.1a who report d t he t t e u_ cher 
said _ere ""Tas a good deal of svre tbr.:>at about . Result : vrary !l:usgrove 
deve o~~ a splon~i sore- t hroat . em i!la .vas t he truste :, ai< t the 
. usgrov-· 1 s 'l".rh le ara:!1 was t ... e la. nursery oaid vr _o was sent for en 
in such d s t ress . ecau.se of he largeness of t e 
.:usgrove esta shment q 1i te a few sEn•vant s were requi red an they are 
in · r~ct y referrec.. to so tha one i~ i!l rely av;a.re t e:r are there , ut 
it ':'.'01Ld be nnecesl:le,ry on cTane 1 s Jart to ns.r::e t hen . 
Sir •; a1 ter :J ~ iot 1 s gar ,ener at r:el • nch I ouse "as .!ackcns e 
'.7i 1-J. ·::hon :.-:ne deci e ' hat lowers L rd:r ussell v:as to rece. ve ?hen the 
fa.mi , moved rom e l;rnc 1 ouse . o n !1epherd vas larvyer and aP"ertt 
to 2ir ·walt er . 
~ ~ Sensibilit;y- giv·es us t e shortest list of named s er-
vants for it includes onl y J.;et t~r , Hrs. ennings 1 mai ; Cartwri . t , .... er 
house eper ; and .omn. . 1an- serv nt an t·ro maids at Barton ottage . 
T ere are c nstantlj• several unname servants attenc ing the sic , re-
par ng t e .:oo , tend o t e horses , serv ng t .e meals , and runn_nt; he 
errands. T e e deT drs . Daehwoo ~.':'as f::>rced to m v' nto a s a 1 o age 
'.'!her .. s e ::s a 1 to a ints: n only t "!O ms.i:'is an . Then:; c . he servants 
went ahead t o Barton Cot tage to put i t in order for the arrival of the 
f amily . Mr s . J ohn Dar:::h,.,oo ht1d ~nc'l1 a'1 eye . o • econo Yt st!'i~t econom;>r , 
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that she would have had not one servant more than necessary and then 
expect every one to do the work of several. 
The housekeepers of the various homes were definitely not of 
the regular servant level. Jane gives us an interesting picture of that 
directive trio of Reynolds, Whitaker and Nicholls. Mrs. Whitaker at 
Sotherton was quite generous with Mrs. Norris for she gave Mrs. Norris 
country dainties including pheasant eggs, creamed cheese and flower sprig, 
probably heath, when the party from Mansfield Park visited at Sotherton 
one fine day. Mrs. Reynolds was kind and helpful to Elizabeth and the 
Gardiners when they visited the estate on their Lake Region tour. 
In all of the Austen work there is no servant who has been used 
in a comedy capacity. We do not learn details about the household from 
the servants, nor are we wearied by conversations between them that leads 
us nowhere. 
Attached is a list of servants, including some already dealt 
with in this chapter. Given is the name, a short description, name of 
the novel in which servant appears, page reference, and quotation 
concerning the servant. 
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N .• A. 
E. 
Ms. Pk . 
Li st of Servants 
Key to A revi ations : 
Northanger Abbey 
Emma 
Men sfield Park 
P$:P 
S&S 
Pers . 
Pride and Pre.ju ice 
Sense and Sensibil itx 
Persuasion 
Alice perhaps Miss Tilney 1 s maid N. A. Ch. 28 
"You must write to me , Catherine, " •..• Direct t o me 
a Lord Longtown 1 s, I must ask it , un er cover to 
Alice ." 
Baddel e;y Sir Thomas Bertram ' s butler M.P. 
Wel , t en , Lady Bertram, suppose you speak fo r tea 
directly ; suppose yo hurry BG.ddeley a 1 i ttle ; he 
seems behindhand to-night. 11 
Bayl e , !.r . A carpenter at Steventon told 
about in her life. 
Betty lt!rs . J en1ing 1 s maid 
Cartwright perhaps lvirs . enn ng 1 s housekeeper 
••• 
11 you know one has always a w·orld of l ittle od<l 
things to do after one has been away for any time ; 
and then I have had Cartwright to sett l e with~" 
Chapman , if:r s. Lady Bertram 1 s own maid . . 
Dawson 
11 rs . Chapman had just I'eached the a tt ic floor, 
w1en Uiss Price c ame out of h er room completely 
dre sed , and only c i viliti es were necessary; but 
Fan !Y felt her aunt 1 s at tention r..lmost as much as 
Lady Bertram or Mrs . Cha man could do themse1V'es . 11 
maid to Le>.dy de Bourgh 
"Dawson does not object to t e barouche- box. " 
s&S 
S&S 
}. . P • 
P&P 
19 
25 
26 
27 
37 
llis Lady Bertram 1 s maid H.P. Ch. 1 
Hannah 
Harry 
"I suppose you woul not think it fair to expect 
ELi s to wait on her as well as the others . 11 
Housemaid at Randalls, and daug_ter 
of James, the Woodhouses ' coachman 
"I am ure she will make a very good ser vant ; she 
is a civil, pretty~epoken girl; I have a great 
opinion of her ." 
11 lobody ~hought of nnnah t i ll you mentioned her--
J aLles is so o liged to you!" 
Emma 
tlr . Y,.rlightley ' s men-servant . :Emma 
6 1 am sure I would not have such a creature as his 
Horry stand at our sideboard for any consideration. 11 
Mrs. Bennet ' s housekeeper P&P 
"What do you mean , Hill? Vie have heF.:rd nothing frbm 
to m. 11 
11 Eut here he was set rig t by Mrs . Bennet, who assured 
h i m with some asperity that t _ey were very well abl e to 
keep a ood. cook .•. . . 11 
Hod.ges , Mrs . r . Knig tley 1 s housekeeper Enuna 
"For } rs . Hodges would e cross sometimes . 11 
Jackson. C ristouher Carpenter . • P. 
Jame s 
J eraim£: 
"The carpenter ' s work may be all done at home by 
Christopher Jackson himself." 
Hr. Woodhouse ' s coachman 
"Jn.mes ·will not 1 ike to put the hor'ses to for 
such a little way ." 
The Iusgrove ' s maid at Uppercross Cottage 
Enna 
Pers. 
"If Jemima were not the trustiest, steadiest creature 
in the world •.... " 
1 
52 
27 
13 
1 
6 
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enkinson, Mrs . Companion to Lady E. de ourgh and 
da.ug ter . 
P&P Ch. 19,28 
John 
J ohn 
11 
•••• while Mr. Jenkinson was arran~·ing Miss de 
Bo rgh 1 s footsto ol." 
11 La ! my ·dear it i s not Lady Catherine. The old 
lady is Mrs .. Jenkinson , who lives with them ; the other •.• • 11 
servant to ll.rs . Collins P&P 
liYou must send John with the young ladies , !,irs . Coll i ns." 
servant to the Gardiners P&P 
"I wll not de t ain you a minute; but let me, or l et the 
servant go after Mr . and Mrs. Gardiner." 
37 
46 
J ohn Groom a groom at Mansfield Park so n~:~.med by 
Mrs ~ Norris 
Ms . Pk. 7 
"I was talking to Mr. Green at that very time about 
your mother ' s dairymaid , by her desire , and had 
promi sed J ohn Groom to write to !~rs . Jefferies about 
hi son and the poor fellow was waiting for me half 
an hour." 
Larkins, W lliam [r. Knightley 1 s bailiff 
11 T e same evening Wil liam Larkins came over with a 
large basket of apples." 
27 
Maddison Henr Crawford ' s agent at Everingham Ms . Pk. 42 
11 ! am not satisfied about Maddison. I am sure he 
still means to impose on me if possible ." 
Miss Tilney 1 s 
11 This ill-timed intruder was t iss Tilney 1 s maio .• 11 
Perhaps it was Alice of chapter 28. 
Uackenzie Sir Vial ter Elliot 1 s gardner at Kellynch 
House 
"I have been several times in the gardens with 
N. A. 
Pers. 
Macken zie , tryi ng to m1derstand and make him under-
stc..nd, which of Elizabeth 1 s plants are for Lady Russell. 11 
21 
5 
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maid at Mrs . Smith 1 s l odgings 
"If you will haYe the go0dness to ring for Mary." 
N."'.nny Mrs. Horris 1 maid 
n I will send Nanny to London on purpose. 11 
Nicholls, ~ housekeeper at Netherfield 
PattY, 
11 As soon as Nicholls has made whit e soup enough 
I hall send round my cards." · 
the Bates ' s maid 
li I was only gone down to speak to Patty again 
about the pork." 
Po.Pe, Miss. a governess patronized by Lady 
Catherine de Bourgh 
Rebecca 
"Mrs . Collins , did I tell you of Lady Metcalf ' s 
calling yesterday to thank me?. She finds Miss 
Po e a treasure . 11 
upper servant in the Pric~ ' s house at 
Portsmouth .. 
" • • • when Rebecca .had been prevailed on to carry away 
t e tea-things." 
" • •• and Rebecca neyer where she ought to be ." 
Repton , ~ a gardener supreme, an arranger of 
estate grounds. 
Ro ert 
11 S i th 1 s pl ace is the admiration of all the country ; 
and it was a mere nothing before Repton took it in 
hand. I think I shall have Repton." 
Dr. Grant's gardener 
Rooke, 11rs. nurse in Bath, att ended Mrs . Smith 
"Nurse Rooke thoroughly understands when to speak." 
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Pers . Ch.21 
1s .Pk. 1 
P&.P 11 
Emma 21 
P&P 29 
Ms.Pk. 38 
Ms . Pk. 6 
Ms . Pk. 22 
Pers. 17 
Rose , Mr . clerk to Mr. Simpson s&S Ch. 21 
Sally 
Sarah 
Sarah 
Serle 
11 Now there 1s Mr. Rose at Exeter , a prodigious 
art young man , quite a beau. clerk to Mr. Simpson ." 
under servant in the Price house Ms.Pk . 
11 She had been into the kitchen •.• to hurry Sally and 
help make the toast . " 
one of ~rs . Bennet' s two housemaids P&P 
"Here, Sarah, come to Miss Bennet this moment , and 
help her on with her gown. Never mind Miss Li zzy ' s 
hair . 11 
ret i red nurserymaid of the Musgroves Pers . 
11 Vague wishes of getting Sarah t hither had occurred 
before t Mrs . Musgrove and Henr ietta • ..•. • 11 
the Woodhouse cook Emma 
11 Serle understands boiling an egg better than anyone 
else. 11 
38 
55 
1) 
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Shepherd, ~ l awyer and agent to Sir. Walter Elliot Pers. 1 & 3 
Thomas man- servan t at Barton Co ttage S&S 
11 1lllinor • •• had so fa.r recovered the use of her reason 
an. voice as to be just beginning an inquiry of 
Thomas as t o the source of hi s intelligence. 
general houseman Emma 
11 had been sent off i mmediately for the crown chaise ." 
Reynolds , tfrs . housekeeper at Pemberly, Mr . Darcy ' s 
home 
p 
"Mrs. Reynolds 1 s r espect for Elizabeth seemed to· 
i ncrease on this intimation of her knowing her master . 11 
44 
Vlhi t aker, ··irs . Mrs. Rushworth 1 s housekeeper 1s . Pk. Ch . lO 
Vfilcox 
William 
Wr i gb.t 
"Nothing would satisfy that good old !1!rs. Whitaker 
but my taking one of the cheeses. " 
Bertram ' s coachman who admired Miss 
Crawford ' s horsemanship 
His name appears then in Chapter 8 . 
servant to General Tilney 
l. s . Pk. 
N. A. 
"And if Catheri ne had not most warmly asserted his 
innocence , it seemed likely that WilliaJa would lose 
the favour of his master for ever . if not his pl ace, 
by her rapid:!. ty .. 11 
Mrs . Elton ' s cook 
11 I should be extrer..1ely displeased if Wright were 
to send us up such a dinner. " 
mma 
Younger, Mrs. compani on to Georgianna Darcy P&.P 
" •. • in whose character we were most unhappily 
deceived." 
7 
13 
33 
35 
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CHAPTER VII 
PASTIMES AND HOBBIES 
The upper middle class had a great deal of time for the pursuit 
of its f avorite activities for it was above the actual doing of the 
everyday tasks. There were tradesmen, craftsmen, and servants for 
the necessary tasks that made the world move. 
Since the young ladies of the average middle class household 
were not expected to be accomplished in the manual arts of the house-
keeping they had time to turn t o other matters. Since idleness was 
a sin, the hands could be kept busy at various kinds of needlework 
and painting. Such employ1nent proved the young lady accomplished, 
and added some bright spots to the clothing of the family, or the 
walls, r floors of the house. 
One such art was that of quilting. ~ilting was no new art 
since the knights of medieval times wore quilted garments under their 
heavy armor to preven~ chafing. It was various layers of soft cloth 
stitched together at frequent intervals to secure the layers from 
sliding. Without much imagination we can suppose that the knight's 
lady would arrange the stitching to represent his fighting device, 
76 
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his coat of arm s , or his lucky piece. Later other wear ing apparel for 
other members of the family was quilted since such clothing would be 
warm and comfortable i adequate reasons when one remembers the dampness 
of the Engl ish climate and the chill of the houses. 
]W the Eighteenth Century the fashion of quilted garments 
was still go od. On di splay in the Victoria and Albert Museum in England 
can still be seen quilted satin dresses , waistcoats and bed coverlets. 
The quilting of bed covers continued long after quilting of costumes was 
discontinued. (1) 
There is no direct use of the word "quilting" in Austen in 
reference to the handwork done but since it was possible for a woman 
to do this kind of work as finger pick-up work , this writer chooses to 
believe that thi s is what Austen meant i n several places where she merely 
menti ons that a lady pulled her work basket closer to her and did a 
little more work while others were talking or taking tea. 
e are not told exactly what it was that Elinor Dashwood took 
up during her tense conversation with Edward Ferrars regarding his 
marriage , but since the situation called for a cool air it would be 
diffi cult t o believe that she turned to her usual pastime , painting, at 
j ust that moment. Elinor was capable at painting , for the walls 
of Barton Co t.ta.ge were "beautiful by Elinor 1 s drawings and water 
(1) Pears , Ouida: Q.uil tin_g,, p. 10 
Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd~. 
London, 1934 
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colours affixed to the walls of their sitting room." (2) She also 
painted fire screens but her prospective mother-in-law disapproved of 
this mode of expression. 
Elinor was not alone in her painting ability. AU4t Philips 
painted china and Georgianna Darcy painted a pretty table. Emma might 
be consider ed the most ardent and thoroughgoing all-around artist of 
the Austen feminine collection. She did not have the tenacity to stay 
with a new piece of work until it had been completed but everyone 
seemed quite charmed with her various endeavors. 
Emma wished to go to work directly, and therefore 
produced the portfolio containing her various attempts 
at portraits , for not one of them had ever been finish-
ed, that they might decide together on the best size 
f or Harriet. Her many beginnings were displayed. 
Miniatures, half-lengths, whole-lengths, pencil, crayon , 
and water colours had been all tried in turn. She had 
always wanted to do everything, and had made more pro-
gress, both in drawing and music , than many might have 
done ~ith so little labour as she would ever submit to. 
~he played and s~~g , and drew in almost every style ; 
but steadiness had always been want ing; and in nothing 
had she approached the degree of excellence which she 
would have been glad to command, and ought not to have 
f ailed of. (3) 
In Pride ~ Pre.iudice Mr. "Bingley and Mr 9 Darcy were of 
different opinion on the accomplish~ents of the young women of their 
daye 
(2) 
(3) 
11 It is amazing to me," said :Bingley, 11 how young 
ladies can have patience to be so very accomplished as 
Austen. Jane: ComElete W9rks, (Sense ~Sensibility) P• 17 
Ibid., (Emma,) P• 787 
--
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they all are." 
"All young ladies accompl ished ! My dear Charles , 
What do you mean?" (Darcy) 
11 Yes, all of t hem, I think . They all paint tables, 
cover screens, and net purses. - I scarcely know anyone 
who can not do all this, and I am sure I never heard a 
young lady spoken of for the first t i me , without being 
informed that she was very accomplished ." 
"Your list of the common extent of accomplishments," 
said Darcy, "has too much trut h. The word is applied t o 
many a woman who deserved it no otherwis~ than by netting 
a purse or covering a screen. But I am very far from 
agreeing wi th you in your estimation of ladies in gener-
al. I cannot boast of knowing more t han half-a-dozen, in 
t he whole range of my acquaintance , that are really ac-
complished. '1 
11 Then, 11 observed Elizabeth, "you must comprehend a 
reat deal in your i dea of an accomplished woman." 
• •• .... . -... . . • No one can be really esteemed accompli shed 
.rho does no t greatly surpass what is usually met wi th. 
A woman must have a thorough knowledge of music, singing, 
drawing, dancing , and the modern languages, to deserve 
the word; and besides all this , she must possess a cer-
tain something in her air and manner of walking , t he 
tone of her voice, her address and expressions, or the 
word will be but half-deserved. 11 
"All this she must possess ," added Darcy, 11 and to 
all this she must yet add something more substantial, 
in the improvement of her mind by extensive reading." 
11 I am no longer surprised at your knowing only 
s ix accomplished women. I rather wonder now at your 
knowing any." (4) (That from Elizabeth) -
Netting was rather fashionable and we find several references 
to that. Catherine Morland "drew out her netting-box" at one rel axing 
moment . Isabella Thorpe when discussing Miss Andrews mentioned her 
to be "a sweet gir l. ••• u is netting herself one of t he sweetest cloaks 
you can conceive." (5) 
(4) Op. cit. , Pride ~ Prejudice , p. 253 
(5) Ibid., Nor thanger Abb~, P• 1185 
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Another form of close handwork was the filigree. Lucy Dashwood 
worked on a 11 fillagree basket for a spoilt child11 as she managed some. 
q_uiet conversation with Lucy Steele about Mr. Ferrars. Lucy mentions 
she wil l aid Miss Dashwood v1ith the rolling of the papers which ap-
parently was part of the filigree process. (6) 
The ageless and over popular handcraft of knitting was not over-
looked. Jane Fairfax knit a pair of socks for her grandmother and was 
so proud of the job that no one was allowed to forget the accomplish-
ment for a month or more. Possibly she learned the skill from Mrs-
Bates who was an avid knitter herself. 
ll.lrs. Jennings, Mrs. Middleton ' s mother, did carpet work. 
The men, for want fo full-time employment, also found interests 
in the house and away from it. Primitive man went hunting for food 
when he was in need. A definite amount of skill was necessaxy to bring 
down a meal or two. Man, even when he no longer needed to hunt animals 
for food, still enjoyed hunting for the skill he could display as well 
as the display of some tasty addition to the family board. 
The masculine characters in Jane Austen are no different. 
While some men were in the service of their country shooting, drowning, 
or annoying the enemy, those remaining in England who had the time 
for it were interested in shooting as sport, and guns as a hobby. 
(6) Ibid. 1 (Sense and Sensibilitz,) P• 85 
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The Messrs. Musgrove, elder and younger, "had their own game to 
guard and to destroy, their own horses, dogs ••• "(7) Their combined 
holdings were adequate to afford them good shooting all season. .Charle s 
MusgTove came in from shooting the day he was invited to the big house 
to meet Captain Wentworth. He had an engagement at a gunsmith's in 
Market Place to see a "capital gun he is just going to set off" (8) 
which was 11 a good deal like the second sized double-barrel of mine which 
you shot with one day ar01md Winthrop" (9) he told Captain Wentworth. 
So, he was i ntent upon meeting that engagement giving Anne Elliot and 
the Captain time to refind themselves, to reawaken the last embers of 
their love. Captain Wentworth had enjoyed much good shooting with 
Charles Musgrove while visiting in the neighborhood. 
Si r John Middleton of Sense and Sensibility was the leading 
social figure in the neighborhood which included Barton Cottage. Far 
be it from him to be omitted from any accomplishment so J ane relates 
that 11 he hunted a...11d shot." It is no wonder that we learn nothing of 
his prowess at this sport when we reflect his most active role in life 
seemed to be that of the modern local Y.M.C.A. secretary who organizes 
·carriage trips, water trips , picnics, dances, and walking tours, as 
well as card parties and dinner parties. 
That young fellow Willoughby went for a ride over the country 
side one day with his gun and dog only to be ready to give Marianna 
(7) Op. cit., Persuasion, p. 1234 
(8) Ibid., P• 1357 
(9) ~·· P• 1357 
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Dashwood a helping hand when she fell badly as she was running to 
Barton Cottage to avoid a sudden rain storm. Willoughby liked shooting 
so well he was reported to have danced all ·night and yet was ready at 
eight the next morning to ride 11 to covert." 
Sir Thomas Bertram at Mansfield· Park made hunting an attract-
ive feature of his entertaining. His stables were more than adequate 
to mount quite a party but shooting a-foot was good too. Upon Sir 
Thomas's return from Antigua Tom related that the Park was well stocked 
that season for he said 
The first day I went over Mansfield Wood and Edmund 
took the copses beyond Easton, and we brought home six 
br aces between us, and might each have killed six times 
as many.(lO) 
In the same novel Mr. Crawford stopped in to see his sister and 
the Gr~t s but stayed on to consider hunting with Edmund Bertram. This 
was a means of extending his visit in Mansfield Park vicinity so he 
sent for his own hunters from Norfolk. He claimed though, he was 
"grown t oo old to go out more than three times a week. 11 (11) 
Mrs. Darcy's estate, Pemberley, was a remarkable place for the 
park was truly lovely. It was a splendid show place and open to view 
by the public. Through the estate ran a stream well supplied with fish. 
Elizabeth with the Gardiner a visited the· estate on their vacation trip. 
Mr. Darcy happened to be at home that day and most graciously showed 
(10) Op. cit. (Mansfield Park_,) p. 578 
(11) op. cit . (Mansfield~.) P• 607 
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them around the grounds. Mr. Darcy seemed happy to have them see his 
home and proud enough of it to show them its beauty himself. 
The conversation soon turned upon fishing and she 
(Elizabeth) heard Mr. Darcy in~rite him (Mr. Gardiner) with 
the greatest civility, to fis there as often as he chose 
w ile he continued in the neighborhood, offering at the 
same time to supply him with fishing tackle, and pointing 
out those parts of the stream where there was usually 
most sport. (12) 
A pastime which would occupy the men after tea time or on rainy 
deys was billiards. There was a billiard room at Mansfield Park which 
is described by Tom Bertram as follows: 
Such a vile billiard-table as ours is not to be met 
with and I can stand it no longer e •• but one good thing I 
have just ascertained: it is the very room for a theatre, 
recisely the shape ~~d length for it •.• (l3) 
Mr. Hurst lamented the lack of a billiard table at the Bingley 
house but was very glad when the cards were decided upon as the amuse-
ment for the evening. (14) 
I n Northanger Abb~z Catherine Morland was quite surprised tha.t 
John Thorpe and General Tilney were acquainted and when she asked how 
they came t o know each other John replied, 
"Know him 1 There are few people much about town 
that I do not know. I have met him for ever at the 
Bedford; and I knew his f ace again today the moment 
he came into the billiard room. One of the best players 
we have, by the bye, and we had a little touch together, 
though I was almost afraid of him at first. The odds 
(12) ~·, (Pride and Prejudice), p. ,382 
( 13) Ibid., (Mansfield Park), p. 544 
(14) ~., (Pride~ Prejudice), p. 252 
ere five to four against me; and, if I had not made one 
of the cleanest strokes that perhaps ever was made in the 
world -- I took his ball exactly -- but I could not make 
you understand it without a table; however, I did best 
him. " (14) -
This following descript ion of Mr. Palmer , he who aspired to be-
come an M.P., is a bit too clever to be overlooked: 
"He was nice in hi s eating, certain in his hours; 
fond of his child, though affecting to slight it; and 
idled away the mornings at billiards , which ought to 
have been devoted to business." (15) 
There were two rather favorite card games, whist and loo. Loo 
was a betti ng game~ It was this the group was playing when Elizabeth 
joined the Bingley family in the parlors when she was staying at their 
house cari _g for her sister . El i zabeth did not take part in the game 
for she was not sure of the stakes . There are numerous references to 
card games~ Mr. Hurst of Se~ ~ Sensibility was of the variety of 
card player who does not play but works at the game, who needs quiet 
for concentration, and a partner who will not trump his highest card. 
The middle class shared wi h the nobility a tendency toward 
excessive gamoling and card playing habits. Horse racing, lotteries, 
and commercial speculations were equally irresistable. Men would bet 
considerable sums wagering how long a sick friend would live, or how 
soon a certain person would be made a vice-afuuiral. At fa~hionable 
clubs such as Amack 1 s, White's , and Boodle's, the members would play 
(14) 
(15) 
Austen, op. cit., (:Northanger Abbey,) pa 1114 
Ibid., ( Se:Rse and Sensibili t;y,, ) P• 181 
- -~
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not only all night but also all day at games of skill and chance. Whist, 
piquet, loo and faro were the popular games. 
In a letter from Miss Crawford, Fanny Price learns that Miss 
Crawford will attend a party at Mrs. Rushworth 1s on the 28th with cards 
as one of the activities. Mrs. Goddard preferred piquet when she spend 
the evening with Mr. Woodhouse. When Mrs. Bates visited with him they 
played backgammon at which she was not especially good but which she 
enjoyed very much. 
London did not have all the game clubs. Highbury, the village 
of Woodhouses, Westons and Knightleys, had a whist club which met in 
the large ball room at the Crown Inn. Mr. Churchill was impressed with 
the appropriateness of the large room for dances and lamented the neglect 
that allowed it to be turned over to card players. 
Mr. Collins and the five Bennet sisters spent an evening at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Philips where officers of the local militia 
headquarter s were also guests. Evidently Uncle Philips and the officers 
indulged i n a little wine drinking, since 11 stuffy Uncle Philips, breath-
ing port wine, followed them into the room." (16) Later in the evening 
a whist game was set up in which lJr. Collins lost every point and five 
shillings. However, he considered this a minor loss since Lady 
Catherine's provisions for him allowed for such necessities, but Mr. 
Collins with this experience became just one of a long list of gentlemen 
who have learned better than to sit down for a 11 friendly" game with the 
armed forces. 
(16) Austen, op. cit., (Pride and Prejudice) p. 276 
Lydia had been i nterested in conversation with Mr. Wickham but 
"being likewise extremely fond of lottery tickets, she soon grew too 
much interested in the game , too eager in making bets and exclaiming 
aft er prizes to have attention for any one in pr.rticular. 11 (17) 
Since the small village houses were just far enough apart to 
leave interesting little parks, and close enough to make for sociability, 
the families would often enter tain at a le..,te afternoon tea, or with 
music in the evening, or with rehearsal for and the giving of a play, 
~ith singing, or the reading of some commonly enjoyed poetry or novel , 
or the discussion of recent novels. 
A list of such literatUre referred to by the Austen characters 
is included in this paper i n the appendix. 
As has been shown earlier in this paper, the young ladies were 
expected o be accomplished in music and painting. Miss Bingley sang 
and played some I talian songs and a Sco tch air for the evening enter-
tainment when properly persuaded. Miss Darcy was clever on the harp 
as was Miss Crawford. One of the Bennet sisters could sing, not too 
well but too frequently . It was usually her father's painful duty to 
warn people that they must not encourage her. If they had ever heard 
her t hey had heard all she could do and there was no need for a 
repetition of the childi sh performance . 
The gathering of friends for an evening of conversa tion and 
cards was usual . A delightful picture of a neighborly e,rening 
(17) Austen . op. citq (Pride and Prejudice,) P• 277 
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gathering is found in this passage: 
•. • "Miss Crawford was standing at an open window 
with Edmund and Fanny looking out on a twilight scene, 
While the Miss Bertrams, Mr. Rushworth, and Henry 
Crawford were all busy with candles at the pianoforte •• 11 (18) 
The staging of small plays by several famiiies was an enjoy-
able past i me, Jane herself often took part in them. We know that the 
Austens put on 11 The Rivals" once and had great fun doing it . After 
much looking about for a play suited to the equipment and space avail-
able, Tom Bertram, Henry Crawford, Mr. Yates, Mary Crawford and the 
Bertram sisters decided upon "Lovers' Vows" as just the vehicle for 
their talents at Mansfield Park. The activities surrounding this en-
deavor were good to take up the long winter afternoon~ and evenings 
when there was little activity anywhere because of the difficulty ~f 
transportation withi n . the community. Oddly enough, "Lovers' Vows" 
was being produced under the passive resistance of Edmund Bertram who 
felt that his father would disapprove of the play, for some reason 
known onl y to himself, but it so happened that Sir Thomas was in Antigua 
on affair s of commerce so that his heavy hand could only be feared, 
not felt . Everyone was sure the play would be a matter for memory 
by the t i me of his return home. It was not , though, and he put a quick 
stop to it when he saw the state of threatened ruin his billiard room 
was in, put that way by Christopher Jackson, carpenter, who was doing 
' a splendid job of creating an adequate stage. Mrs . Norris 
(18) Austen , op. cit., (Mansfield~) p. 534 
had aided and abetted the planst because she had cut and sewed the green 
curtains for the setting. 
There is a great deal of walking done by the characters of the 
Austen novels. On just such a walk to Beechen Oliff, Henry Tilney ex-
plained to Catherine what to look for when drawing a scene was the object 
in looking at it. We learn 
He talked of foregrounds, distances, and second 
di stances; side-screens and perspectives ; lights and 
shades and Catherine was so hopeful a scholar, that 
when they gained the top of Beechen Cliff, she 
voluntarily rejected the whole city of Bath as un-
worthy to make part of a landscape. The conversation 
passed then from one thing to another and he shortly 
found himself arrived at politics; • • . ••• and from politics 
it was an easy step to silence. (19) 
Reading aloud while the l~tdie s worked on their fancy pieces was 
a good evening pastime. Edward Ferrars, brother of Mrs . John Da.shvrood, 
in Sense and Sensibility, made an evening call on lt.rs. Henry Dashwood 
and her three daughters and while they ;;ere busy v!i th needlework he read 
to them f rom Co'V'.rper. Marianna knew Elinor was in love with Edward ancl 
teased her by discussing Edward ' s fine qualities but she especially con-
cerned herself with Edward' s raading of Cowper ' s lines and she says : 
11 0 mamma! how spiritless , how tame was Edward's 
manner in reading to us last night ! I felt for my sister 
most severely. Yet she bore it with so much composure, she 
seemed scarcely to notice it. I could hardly keep my seat. 
To hear those beautiful lines which have frequently almost 
driven me wild, pronounced with such impenetrable calmness, 
such dreadful indifference ." (20). 
(19) Austen, op. cit., (Northanger Abbe;i, ) p. 112l~ 
{20) Ibid., {Sense ~ Sensibi l itz) p . 10 
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Of course we must remember that Mariaru1a is teasing and that 
she is seventeen looking for the ideal lover who could read her the 
lovely lines with deep feeling. 
The highlight of community activities was the ball attended 
by all t he socially acceptable and the socially ambitious where 
dancing went forward according to certain rules and card playing was 
provided for those incapable of such active pastime. After the father 
or brother delivered his ladies to the ball he might be able to escape 
to the card room for some games and gossip with his old friends, but 
the young men were expected to dance every dance for the amusement 
of the young ladies and the observation of the mothers and aunts who 
sat around the room watching the growing possible attachments. We 
find it difficult to forgive Darcy for refusing to dance with the 
charming young country ladies, especially Elizabeth, but we must 
remember the young noblemen were permitted to be proud when they had 
to associate with those not of their own social level. Mr. Elton 
purposely ayoided dancing with Harriet Smith thereby exposing a 
smallness of character which only Mr. Knightley had been able to 
recognize. 
The acceptance of a dance usually meant two dances or the 
twice up and down in the minuet. Sometimes a lady found herself with 
a partner she would like to pass on to someone else as Elizabeth did 
with Mr. Collins for "Mr. Collins, awkward and solemn, apologizing 
instead of attending, and often moving wrong without being aware of it, 
gave her al the shame and misery which a disagreeable partner for a 
couple of dances can give." 
At private dances the men asked the ladies for the dance after 
proper introduction but at a public ball the master of ceremony did this 
polite task. It was not unusual for a young lady to indicate her pre-
ference to this functionary in advance of the first dance. 
In Northan€;er Abbey_ the hero and heroine were introduced by 
this gentleman in the Lower Rooms at an assembly at Bath. This might 
very well have been Mr. James King whom Apperson (21) tells us was 
working in this capacity in the Lower Rooms around 1785 and in the upper 
Rooms in 1805. The time of this event was later than the bright days 
of Richard Nash at Bath. 
The lady of greatest distinction always opened the ball. Fanny 
was quite overwhelmed when she was confronted with this honor in the 
absence of her cousins who were visiting away from home at the time. 
Fanny was to open the dancing with Mr. Henry Crawford and Jane tells 
us 11 It was rather honour than happiness to Fanny, for the first dance 
at least: her partner was in excellent spirits, and tried to import 
them to her; but she was a great deal too much frightened to have any 
enjoyment, till she could suppose herself no longer looked on. 11 (22) 
Emma was disturbed when Mrs. Elton replaced her when it was time for 
{21)- Apperson, G .. L.: f:. Jane Austen Dictionary, 
Cecil Palmer, London, 1932. p. 72 
(22) Austen , op. cit., (Mansfield Park) P• 637 
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the dancing at the Crown to begin. The ball had originally been 
planned t o honor Emma but Mrs. Elton had newly arrived in the neighbor-
hood as a bride and had the unfortunate trait of assuming all social 
functions were in her honor. 
The great health and soci al center of the period was Bath. 
This would be a very good point to say that in Persuasion and 
Northanger Abbey Miss Austen gives an exceptionally accurate picture 
of the act ivities at Bath. Beau Nash, a gambler and adventurer from 
the "big city", London, arrived in Bath expecting to establish a neat 
little gambling center but remained to develop a full-fledged re-
creatioa center built around the health dealing waters that came 
bubbling up from the earth, the taste of which one never forgot if he 
were able to drink more than two full swallows. 
Besides the main pump room there were small gift shops, coffee 
shops, circulating libraries and writing rooms all separate from the 
assembly building which had two main sections, the ball room and the 
gambling or card room. It was into this room that Mr. Allen disappeared 
when the l adies were settled among their friends. (23) 
Richard Nash set up eleven rules of ·conduct and posted them 
in th.e pump room, three of which one might find enlightening; first, 
there was to be no dueling; second, men were to wear shoes and 
(23) Aus t en, op . cit. (Northaager Abbey) p. 1067 
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stockings instead of riding habits and top boots (he even imported a 
Punch and Judy show to teach proper dress and conduct f or her middle 
class patrons); and third, the Irish chairmen were to be courteous to 
' the ladies or their license would be withdrawn and since Nash was the 
license b1~eau he had control over the chairmen. Catherine Morland 
was taken back to Pulteney Street as 11 her spirits danced within her, as 
she danced in her chair all the way home." (24) 
The privileges of this establishment were supported by the 
monies paid by the heads of the visiting families depending upon the 
use of the assembly rooms and pump room. a half crown to walk in t he 
formal garden, a half crown to use the circulating library, and a like 
sum to enter the coffee house where the writing materials were 
available. 
The day was divided rather strictly and everyone tried to follow 
the pattern so they would meet their friends at the various activities. 
From six to nine o ' clock in the morning was the time for bathing in 
and drinking of the mineral waters. That usually meant some time f or 
talking over the events of the previous evening and putting plans for 
the coming one. 
We have an amusing insight into the pump room conversation from 
Mrs • . Allen who t"ells Catherine she had met a friend earlier who had 
(24) Austen, op. cit., ~Northanger Abbey) P• 1105 
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said 11 there was hardly any veal to be got at market this morning , it · is 
so uncommonly scarce ." There was no back fence .but the pump served the 
same purpose .. 
Breakfast was served after the visit to the pump room and then 
followed exercise on the promenades or a saunter into the town to 
visit bookseller's shops. There were services at the Abbey for those 
who felt an earnest proper might reinforce the benefits expected from 
the waters. Mr. Woodhouse had made a visit to Bath but found no benefit 
in the waters . 
If l overs were walking together they might walk along the Avon 
or into the lonely hills. Mr. Thorpe and Jame s Morland took Isabella 
and Catherine on a spirited ride into the country to see an old castle, 
Blaize Castle, one bright afternoon. (25) 
By four o ' clock everyone was back in his rooms having dinner 
and making ready for the dance, play or concert that began at six 
o lclock. Dance was from 6 to 11 opened by a minuet by the grandest 
lady present. At 8 o ' clock the country dances began and at 9 o ' clock the 
dancers and on lookers joined in partaking of tea and the good white .soup. 
At 11 o ' clock Beau Nash stopped the music no matter how much his most dis-
tinguished guest might wiSh to continue, for he was proud to say that the 
laws of t he Medes and the Persians were no more strict than he , 
(25) Austen, op. cit., (Northanger Abbel) P• 1107 
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since a rule made was a rule to be obeyed. Dancing was scheduled for 
Tuesday and Thursday, plays on Monday and Wednesday. 
Henry Tilney pokes a little fun at the routine and events of 
Bath in his first conversation with Catherine. 
"Were you never here before, madan?" he asks. 
"Never, sir." 
"Indeed l Have you honoured the Upper Rooms?" 
"Yes, sir; I was there last Monday. 11 
· "Have you been to the theatre?" 
11 Yes, sir; I was at the play on Tuesday. 11 
11 To the concert? 11 
"Yes, sir; on Wednesday." 
"And you are altogether pleased with Bath?" 
"Yes, I like it very much." 
"Now I must give one smirk, and then we may be 
rational again." (26) 
Such events and activities as here described as going on at 
Bath are the events and activities dealt with in both North8nger 
Abbey and Persuasion and to cite specific passages to illustrate each 
thing would be to re-write those novels. 
(26) Austen, op. cit., (Northanger Abbey) p. 1071 
CRAP~ VIII 
CONCLUSION 
The general pattern of the Austen novel deals with a large 
house conducted on a small fortune ·containing a goodly number of young 
ladies of marriage market material who become interested in young men 
who go off on mysterious trips to London for undetermined lengths of 
time, these young men being undefinable and undecipherable lovers. 
Those who criticise Austen do so without remembering the 
three key works of the Eighteenth Century: honour, decorum, and 
prudence. 
The life of any people in any age is involved in just the 
same elements of human relations that Austen reproduced in her six full 
novels. The young people met and were married; the children were reared 
and educat ed; the young people were entered into various occupations; 
they followed and enjoyed leisures of reading, walking, handicrafts, 
hunting, shooting and fishing; young and old alike enjoyed a community 
ball or went to Bath for their holidays; they argued and disagreed; 
some peopl e were lovely personalities while others were humanly weak; 
birth, death and all the problems between came to Austen characters as 
to everyone in regular life. 
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Austen was a reali s t. What would be more real than the events 
of everyd~ life as she saw it? We don't have to wait for the histori-
cal and problem novel to bring us realism'. Human relations are very 
real . 
As everything must this report must end but I just can't close 
without giving you a. statement from Sir Walter Scott on Austen. "That 
young lady had a talent for describing the involvements, feelings, and 
characters of ordinary life, which is to me the most wonderful I have 
ever met with." Sampson in~ Concise Cambricige History of English 
·Literature says that Scott and Macaulay handed out praise of Austen 
q_uite de served for "they were royal givers, and could abundantly ac-
knowledge the fine artistic sincerity that showed out from the mass of 
contemporary novelistic rubbish". The women writers of her day did not 
like Austen's works but there is little evidence that she was very aware 
of it. 
For a person who lived as quietly in her family circle as she 
did it was rather fitting that her death was unnoticed by more than just 
her family, in fact, the records of Winchester Cathedral do not show 
that she was buried from that church. She was placed in a grave in the 
fifth bay of the north aisle . It wasn't known to the general public 
that Jane Austen was the wri-ter of these novels until an introduction 
appeared to one of her works explaining who "A Lady" was, · as she had 
always signed herself. After that, about 1819, many people searched 
out her resting place and with the vast number of people who loved her 
would whi sper "Dear Jane." 
With Jane Austen let us in the midst of turmoil and distress 
remember the lasting qualities of gentility, humanity, and decorum. 
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BOOKS, PLAYS; AND MAGAZINES REFERRED !£ .!! NOV1"'LS .Q! ~ AUSTEN 
Book or Date of 
[agazine Author Publ i cat i on 
Adelaide and 
Theodore 
Madame de 
Genlis 
Stepha...."lie 
J!'eliai te Du 
crest , 
Comtesse de, 
Eng . 
Trans. 
1783 
Agricultural Report s read by Robert Martin 
Baronetage , The 
Beggar ' s Petition 
Rev. T. Moss , 
author of "Poems on Several 
Occas ions" (1769 ) in which Beggar ' s 
Petition appeared. 
Belinda Edgeworth 
(1767-1849) 1801 
11 She has had t he advantage of practicing on me 
like La Baronne d 10stali s , in Madame de Genlis 
1Adelaide and Theodorel ~~d we shall now see 
her own little Adelaide educated on a more 
perfect plan. 11 
The onl~r book Si r Walter Eliot ever 
took up. · 
Her mo ther was t hree months in teaching her 
only to repeat the Beggar ' s Petition • • ... .. 
11 I t i s only Cecilia, or Cam1lla, or Belinda 
or , in short onl y some v10rk in which the 
greatest po·wers of the mi nd are displayed_, 
in whi ch t he most thorough lmov;ledge of 
human nature , the happiest delineation of 
it s variet ies ••• conveyed to the world in 
the best cho sen language ." 
I n Au sten 
Emma 
C'h':-"53 
P • 104·5 
Emma 
C1i:':l+ 
P• 778 
Per. 
ch. 1 
p. 121 
N. A. 
ch. 1 
P • 1063 
N . ..... 
ch .. 5 
p. 1078 
1..0 
CXl 
I 
I Bridge of .I Abyd.os , The-
ddres s to 
Tobacco 
Camilla 
Castle of 
Wolfenbach 
Cecelia 
---· 
Children of 
The Abbev -~
Lord Byron 
(17g3-1824) 
saac Hawkins 
Browne 
(1705-1760) 
Jl'rance s 
Burney 
1751- lt>l+O 
Hrs. Parsons 
F. Bur ney 
1753-131~0 
1813 
about 
1727 
.vhile at 
Lincoln ' s 
Inn. 
1796 
1793 
1732 
Re5ina lvinria 1798 
1765-1845 
" ••• t ryi ng to a scerta i n whether Marmion or 
The Lady of t he Lake were to be preferreq , 
and how ranked t he Gi aour and The Br ide 
of ~\.1w(1os ..... . - -
11 Do you r emem1)er Hawk i ns Browne 1 s 1Address 
to Tobacco 1 in imitation of Pope?" 
(se e Belincl~ above) 
" I will read you t he i r name s dir ectly; 
here they are i n my pocketbook. Castle 
of \7olfenbach, Clermont , My s terious 
Vlarning:s , Necromancer of the Black Forest , 
Midnight Bell, Orphan of the Rhi~, and 
Horrid Mzsteries. Those will l ast us some 
time." 
Per . 11 
ch. 11 
p . 1271 
Ms . Park 
ch. 17 
p. 567 
N. A~ 
ch. 
P· 1078 
N. A. 
ch. 6 
p. 1079 
11 She could no t do so without comparing her - Per . 
self vdth Mi s s Larolles , t he inimitable ch. 20 
Hj_ ss Laroll es .. .. .. . '' p. 1~2 
which Rober t Martin had. never read Emma 
ch . 4 
P• 778 
I 
I 
\.0 
\.0 
Clermont 
Douglas 
Elegant 
~racts 
Gamester, ~ 
Gi~,~ 
Grandison, 
Sir Charles 
Regina Maria 1798 
Roche 
.Tohn Home 1756 
1722-1808 
Full title: 1789 
Elegant~ 
tracts or 
useful and 
entertaining 
pieces of 
Poetry. 
(see Castle of V!ol fenbach ) 
(1) 11 My name vras (i s ) Norva1. 11 
(2) "All the best plays were run over 
in vail . ........• 
"But sometimes of an evening, before we 
went to cards. he would read something 
aloud out of the Elegant Extracts." 
Edward Moore 
1712-1757 
produced "Neither Hamlet , nor Macbeth, nor Othello, 
in Drury nor Douglas , nor The Gamester, presented 
Lane anything that could satisfy the 
N. A. 6 
p. 1079 
. -- ________ j
Ms . Pk. 13 
p. 546 
Ms .Pk. 14 
p . 548 
Emma 
Ch. 4 
p. 778 
Ms. Pk. 
ch. 14 
p. 548 
Lord Byron 
1788-1824 
1753 tragedians • •. " ~ 
1813 (see Bride of Abydos , The) Pers. 11 
p . 1271 
Samuel 
Richardson 
1689-1761 
1753-1~ 11 She very often reads Sir Charles Grandison 
herself ; but new books do not fall in our 
way • 11 
N. A. 6 
P• 1080 
I 
r 
.... 
8 
Hamlet 
Hare ancl Manz 
Friends 
Heir at Law, Tii'e--
Henry VIII 
Wm . Shakes-
. peare 
1564-1616 
Gay ' s 
:B'ables 
1685-1732 
1604 
1727- and 
1738 
George 1797 
Colman 
the younger 
William 
Shakespeare 
1564-1616 
1612 
Horrid Mysteries Peter Will 1796 
1-"We have never finished Hamlet, 
Marianna; our dear Willoughby went 
away before we could get through it •.. 11 
also 
2-see list of plays being considered 
at Hanefiel d Park 
also 
3-Hamlet is alluded to 11 How many times 
have we mourned over the body of Julius 
Caesar, a.11d to be 1d and no t to be 1d, in 
this very room , for his amusement?" 
11 She learnt the fable of 1 The Hare and 
Many Friends ' as quickly as any girl 
in England." 
"For when a la.d.y 1 s in the case , you 
know, all other things give place." 
"For about the fifth time he then 
proposed The Heir at Law , doubting 
only whether to prefer Lord Duberley 
or Dr . Paneloss for himself • . . •. 11 
"I once saw Henry the Eighth acted, or 
I have heard of it from somebody who 
did , I am not certain which . But 
Shakespeare one gets acquainted with 
without knowing how. It is a part of 
an Englishman ' s constitution. 11 
s & s 
ch . 16 
p. 61 
Ms . Pk. llt 
p. '148 
Ms . Pk. 13 
p. 546 
N. 
ch . 1 
p . 1064 
Emma 52 
p. 1041 
Ms . Pk. 
ch. 14 
P• 549 
Ms. Pk . 
ch. 34 
p. 674 
------------------------------------------~ 
\ see Castle of Vlolfenbach) N. A. 6 
P• 1079 
1-' 
~ 
~.The 
Italian, The 
La;y of the 
Last Minstrel 
Lover ' s Vows 
Lady of the 
Lake 
Macbeth 
Dr. Johnson 
1709-1734 
Radcliffe 
1764-1323 
\Val ter 
Scott 
1771-13'i2 
Kotzebue 
Scott 
1771-1332 
Shakespeare 
1753-60 
1797 
1305 
"}.nd here are Cra.bbe 1 s Tales, and the 
Idler , at h~~d tQ relie~you, if ·you 
tire of your great book. 11 
11 When you have finished 1Undolpho 1 we 
will read the 1 Italian 1 together." 
"No banners , cousin, to be 1blov.m by 
the n i ght wind of heaven. ' No signs 
that a 1 Scottish monarch sleeps below. 111 
from the La;y II, 12. 
(Fa.nny) " had onl y to ri se •.• and stopping 
at the entrance door, like the Lady of 
J3ranxholm Hall , 1 ore moment and. no more 1 
to view the happy scene .• • 11 L~ I, 20. 
first . 11 The play had been Lover 1 s Vo\'TS and Mr . 
presented Yates ·was to have been Cou11.t Cassel." 
Covent 
Garden 
1793 
1810 
1607 
"trying to ascertain whether Marmion or 
Lady of the Lake were to be preferred, 
and how ranked the Giaour and The Bride 
of Abydos. 11 
"Neither Hamlet , nor Macbeth, nor Othello, 
nor Douglas , nor The Gamster , presented 
anything that could satisfy even the 
tragedians. 
Ms. Pk. 
ch. 16 
p. 564 
N. A. 
Ms . Pk. 
ch. 9 
p. 520 
Ms. Pk. 
ch . 23 
P• 640 
Ms . Pk. 
ch. 13 
p .. 543 
Pers . 
ch . 11 
p. 1271 
Ms . Pk. 
ch. 14 
p. 543 
. I 
..... 
0 
1\) 
J WI' ~ I 
r Marmion Scott 1808 (see ~ .2£ ~ ~) 
Midni~ht Bell F. Lathom 1798 (see Castle of Wolfenbach ) 
1799-1809 
I I 
Mirror, The Edited by 1745-1831 " she l ay aside the first volume of N. A. I 
Henry Mackenzie The Mirror for a future hour." ch. 30 
Jan . 23, 1779 to P• 1201 
May 27. 1780. 
I 
Monk , The M. G. Lewis 1795 11 There has ·not been a tolerably decent N. A .. 
(Ambrosio) 1775-1818 one (novel ) come out since Tom Jones , ch. 7 
or rev. 1796 except The ~.11 P• 1085 
I 
M;y:s t erious Mrs . Parsons 1796 (see Castle of Vfolfenbach) I 
Warnings 
Necromancer of P. Teuthold 1794 (see C::;.s tle of V!olfenbach) 
-The Black Forest 
--- I 
Orphan of the Eleanor 1798 (see Castle of \iolfenbach ) I 
Rhine Steath 
I 
I Othello Shakespeare 1604 (see Hamlet) 
I 
v 
I 
Quarterly 
Review 
RGm ____ er, The 
Richard III 
Rival s , The 
Romance of the 
Forest, The--
School for 
Scandal 
F'ounded 1309 i n London 
y Scot t . 
"To l ounge away the time as they could wi th 
sofas and ci tcha.t and 1~arterly Rev-iews ." 
11 
•• for if it be true , a s a. cel ebrated \'iriter 
ha s maintained. , that no young lady can be 
. justified in falling in loYe before the 
gentleman ' s love is declared, it must be 
very improper that a young lady should dream 
of a gentleman before t he gentleman is fi rst 
kno-.m to have dreaint of her. " 
Jane adds a footnote that the 11 cel ebrated writer" is Mr . Richardson 
whose l etter appears in the "Rambler" • No . 97, Vol. I! . 
Shakesneare 
1561.J-lbl6 
Sheridan 
1751-1816 
Ann Radcliffe 
1764-1823 
Sheridan 
1751-1816 
F1q3 
177 
1791 
1777 
11 I could be fool enough at this moment to 
undertake any character that ever was 
written , from Sk;•lock or Ri chard III dovm 
to the singing hero of a farce in his 
scarlet coat and cocked hat . 11 
•• "The Rivale , The School for Scandal , 
Wheer-of FortUne:-Heir at L8u , and a long 
et cetera, were successiVely dismissed 
with yet warmer objections . " 
"He never read the "Romance of the Forest , 1 
no r the "Children of the Abbey". 
(see The Rivals) 
Ms . Pk. 
ch. 1 
P· 5~2 
N. • 
ch . 3 
P• 544 
Ms .. Pk. 
ch. 13 
P • 544 
!!.s . Pk. 
ch. 1~· 
p . 549 
Emma 
ch. 4 
P• 778 
b 
+::' 
. Sp_ecta.tor . ~ managed by 
Addison 
Tom Jones 
Task, The 
Udolpho , The 
M:vsteries of 
Mar. 1771 to 
Dec . 1772 
Fielding 
1707-1754 
Cowper 
1731-1800 
Ann Radcliffe 
1764-1823 
1749 
178 
1794 
11 J!'rorn pride. ignorance , or f esh1on, our 
foes are almost as many as our readers ; 
and while the abilities of the nine-
.undredth abridger of the History of 
England , or of the man ~ho collects and 
_ubli :5hes a vo l UlJ'!e some dozen lines o 
Mn ton , Pope , and Prior , with a paper 
from the Spectator. and a chapter fron1 
Sterne , are eulogised by a thousand pens , 
there seems almo s t a general wish of de-
crying the ca:paci ty and undervaluing the 
labour - of the novelist •.. 11 
(see The !!onk) 
11 
•• • unless it were like COi"!per and his 
fire at t wilight , 
'lv~yself creating what I saw , 1 
brought him yet stronger suspicion of 
there being a something private liking, 
between J!'rank Churchill and J ane. 11 
11 Out clown an avenue l What a pity. Does 
it not make you think of Cowper ? 1Ye 
fallen avenues , once more I mourn your 
fate unmerited . ' 11 
l! 'f;hile I have Udolpho to read, I feel a s 
'f nobody could make me miserable ." 
Ms . Pk. 
ch. 6 
P• 502 
N. • 
P• 1080 
6 
,, -
..... 
0 
\J1 
I 
IL 
Vicar of 
Wakefield 
Wheel of 
Fortune 
Goldsr.1ith 
1728-1774 
produced 
Coven 
Gardens 1795 
1766 
Ri chard 
Cumberland 
1732-1811 
HAnd I know he has read the Vicar of 
Wakefield .'' --- --
( se:e ~ Rivals) 
Emma 4 
p . 778 
~ 
0 
a-. 
l 
WORKS LISTED ACCORDING TO LITERARY TYPES 
Adelaide & Theodore 
Belinda 
NOVELS 
Bride of Abydos 
Castle of Wolfenbach 
Cecelia 
Children of the Abbey 
Clermont 
Sir Charles Grandison 
Horrid Mysterie~ 
Italian. The 
Midnight Bell 
Monk, The 
Mys terious Warnings 
Neucromancer of the Black For est 
Orphan of the Rhine 
Romance of the Forest 
Tom Jones 
Mysteries of Udo1pho, The 
Vicar of Wakefield, The 
1783 
1801 
1813 
1793 
1782 
1798 
1798 
1753-4 
1796 
1797 
1798 
1795 
1796 
1794 
1798 
1791 
1749 
1794 
1766 
107 
108 
PL..~YS ~ 
-~ I 
Douglas 1756 
Gemster, The prod. 1753 
Hamlet 1603 
Henry VIII 1612 
Heir at Law, The 1797 
Lover's Vows prod. 1798 
Macbeth 1607 
Ot_ el1o 1604 
Ri va.l s , The 1775 
Richard III 1593 
School for Scandal 1777 
Wheel of Fortune prod. 1795 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Baronet age 
Address to Tobacco 
Agricultural Reports 
Hare & Many Friends 
Beggar's Petition 
Elegant Extracts 
Giaou.r, The 
Lay of the Last Minstrel 
Lady of the Lake 
Marmion 
Task, The 
PAPERS AND MAGAZINES 
Id.ler, The 
Mirror, The 
~arterly Review 
Rambler, The 
Spectator, The 
1727 & 38 
1813 
1805 
1810 
1808 
1785 
1758-60 
1745-1831 
f'd. 1809 
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